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Bats ablaze Pass me a pint A UCF grad student 
researches Irish pubs 
for his thesis - SEE NEWS,A2 
Knights take two of three from UAB 
in Birmingham, Ala. -SEESPORts,Au 
GOVERNMENT 
SWISS NAKED 
HIKING 
Voters in the heart of the Swiss Alps 
on Sunday passed legislation 
banning naked hiking after dozens 
of mostly German nudists started 
rambling through their pict1.1resque 
region. German Web sites 
promoting the activity 
describe it as"a special 
experience of nature, 
free and healthy." 
AVIATION 
ANIMALS TO 
BLAME FOR 
CRASHES 
Airplane collisions with birds or other 
animals have destroyed 28 aircraft 
since 2000. The Federal Aviation 
Administration's list of wildlife strikes 
details more than 89,000 incidents 
since 1990, costing 11 people their 
lives. Most incidents were bird 
strikes, but deer and other animals 
have been hit on runways, too. 
m Breaking news on your cell 
Get UCF news sent to your cell 
phone. Just text the keyword 
UCFNEWS to 44636. 
AROUND CAMPUS, A2 
FAIRWINDS ALUMNI 
CENTER HOSTS THE 
2009 SHRED FEST 
Students will be able to bring old 
and sensitive documents and 
papers to the Fairwinds Alumni 
Center this Tuesday between 10 
a.m. and 2 p.m. to use a 
complimentary shredder. 
LOCAL & STATE, A2 
OFFICIALS: MAN DIED 
AFTER RESCUING 
BOYS FROM WATER 
Authorities say 70-year-old 
Charles Schulze of Washington, 
D.C.,died after rescuing two boys 
caught in rip currents off the coast 
of South Florida at Pompano 
Beach Saturday. 
NATION & WORLD, A4 
SOME NYC HIGH 
SCHOOL STUDENTS 
HAVE SWINE FLU 
New York City was dealing with a 
growing public health threat 
Sunday after tests confinned eight 
students contracted swine flu. 
Some of the students had visited 
Mexico two weeks earlier. 
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AveCDsJr. 
to play fina] chord 
ISToRe 
1CL--0SINC7 
WILLIAM GOSS 
Staff Writer 
May 4 may not be the 
day the music dies, but it is 
looking to be the day that 
Park Ave CDs Jr. closes its 
gate for good . 
"We'll be closing up 
when :finals wrap up,'' said 
location manager Seth 
Duffala, who has worked 
for eight years at the Stu-
dent Union location and 
the main store, which is 
located on Corrine Drive 
toward downtown. 
'½.bout a year ago, sales 
numbers were dropping 
noticeably, but it wasn't 
scary," he explained. 
"These past two semes-
ters, though, there was a 
big difference that we 
couldn't ignore.'' 
PLEASE SEE MUSIC ON A7 
ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
A sign sits in the hallway window of Park Ave CDs Jr. in the Student Union. The 
store is closing after finals, but the main store off campus will remain open. 
• 
escu,n 
Citizens protest use 
of child-soldiers 
WHITNEY HAMRICK 
Staff Writer 
In what was hoped to be the 
last needed attempt to give 
faces to the abducted child sol-
diers of Uganda, the human-
rights organization Invisible 
Children marched participants 
2.4 miles from Edgewater High 
School to Trotters Park off Lee 
Road in a demonstration called 
"The Rescue of Joseph Kony's 
Child Soldiers" Saturday. 
The weekend-long event 
culminated in a campout Satur-
day night, which was held in 
100 cities and nine countries 
worldwide. 
"Hey guys, ready to be 
abducted?'' asked Kim White-
CHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
linked together by rope, Invisible Children advocates march through Orlando Saturday. 
head, a 25-year-old alumna of 
Flagler College, to arriving 
activists as she helped direct 
the influx of people filtering in. 
"I want to make a difference in 
the world I know that the chil-
dren of Uganda being abducted 
are highly overlooked I'm here 
to bring attention to them and 
hopefully bring attention to 
their lives. Hence the name 
Rescue. We're here to rescue 
them." 
Pictures of participants with 
their families, their faces cir-
cled in red ink, hung on twine 
strung along the trees and 
awning posts of the high 
PLEASE SEE PROTESTERS ON A9 
No joke: $5 subs return to Union 
MONIQUE VALDES 
Contributing Writer 
Daniel Mendez decid-
ed to have some fun with 
his friends when he heard 
of the dismay among stu-
dents over the "$5 Foot-
longs" promotion not 
being offered at the Sub-
way in the Student 
Union 
"Every student was 
bummed out because the 
other Subways on cam-
pus had the $5 
Footlongs,'' Mendez said 
"My intention was to 
make fun of the situation 
with an April Fools joke." 
Mendez, a junior 
mechanical and aero-
space engineering major, 
I 
RAMI ROTLEWla / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Jonathan McCarthy, a freshman civil engineering major, ordered a $5 
Footlong sub at the gym, where the sandwich deal has been available. 
recruited six of his 
friends to choreograph a 
one minute, 45 second 
dance to a parody of the 
$5 Footlong jingle, which 
they performed in the 
Subway on April Fools' 
Day. 
The Union Subway 
brought back eight $5 
C!) For video of the Subway dance: 
www.UCFNews.com 
Footlongs this month, 
and Mendez said he 
thinks the dance may 
have had something to do 
with it, though it wasn't 
his intention 
''I am a spirited April-
fooler," he said. "I play 
pranks on my friends reg-
ularly and my intention 
was not to actually bring 
back the $5 Footlong. rm 
not sure if the dance is 
why it came back, but it is 
a coincidence.'' 
Subway employee 
Stefan Haun said the 
PLEASE SEE SUBS ON A5 
Students 
annoyed 
bygarage's 
closure 
Troubled Garage A 
closed through finals 
AMANDA WELCH 
News Editor 
The recent closing of Parking 
Garage A worsened UCF's 
already notorious parking situa-
tion, as the usual end-of-semes-
ter influx of studerit traffic on 
campus spilled into other park-
ing garages and lots. 
Parking Garage A will remain 
closed through finals week and 
into the summer, said Christine 
Dellert of UCF News & Informa-
tion. She said the garage's beams 
are stressed, but the structure 
appears safe. 
"The situation is, it's always 
better to be safe than sorry," 
Dellert said. 
Closing the garage is too big 
of an inconvenience during a 
critical time in the semester, said 
PLEASE SEE CLOSURE ON AS 
RAMI ROTLEWla / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Parking Garage A is dosed for finals week and 
into the summer due to structure concerns. 
Bad economy 
leads graduates 
to reflect on 
college choices 
NICOLE GAUZENS 
Contributing Writer 
Graduating in May with a 
bachelor's in psychology may not 
be as gratifying an experience for 
Monique Bennett as she original-
ly thought. She said she's recon-
sidering whether school was a 
good idea because she doesn't 
know how she will pay back her 
student loans or if she will get a 
job. 
''Was it worth even going to 
school for four years?'' she said 
As the semester draws to a 
close, graduating seniors are 
looking back at their time at UCF 
as they confront their fears of the 
PLEASE SEE REVIEWS ON A3 
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AROUND 
CAMPUS 
News and notices for 
the UCF community 
Shred Fest 2009 on Tuesday 
Shred all of your old 
and sensitive documents 
and papers at the Fair-
winds Alumni Center on 
Tuesday, April 28 from 10 
a.m.to2p.m. 
The service is compli-
mentary, brought to you by 
Fairwinds Credit Union. 
For more information 
contact the Alumni Associ-
ation at 407-277-6030, ext. 
51223. 
Comedians visit UCF 
Bill Engvall of The Bill 
Engvall Show and Frank 
Caliendo of Frank TV are 
coming to the UCF Arena 
May 2 at 8 p.m. 
For tickets call 407-839-
3900 or for more informa-
tion call the UCF Arena 
407-823-6006. 
Muses become a data base 
A panel of four presen-
ters will discuss the diffi-
culties of being successful 
with research related to a 
created discipline and how 
they teach these skill sets 
to their students. This 
panel will take place on 
May 5 at 10:30 a.m. in Class-
room Building 1. 
For more information 
contact the Faculty Center 
at 407-823-3544. 
Video lectures in a can 
On May 18 at 10:30 a.m. 
in Classroom Building 1, 
faculty can learn how to 
capture their PowerPoint 
lectures as a video while 
including their own narra-
tions of each slide. 
For more information 
contact Kevin Yee at 407-
823-3544. 
LOCAL 
·&STATE 
Keep local with headlines 
you may have missed 
Officials: Man drowns after 
rescuing boys from water 
POMPANO BEACH -
Authorities say a man died 
after rescuing two boys 
caught in rip currents off 
the coast of South Florida. 
Meanwhile, lifeguards 
also rescued more than 25 
people at Pensacola Beach 
Saturday as rip currents 
pulled them out. · 
Authorities say 70-year-
old Charles Schulze from 
Washington, D.C., was at 
Pompano Beach when he 
saw two boys, ages 9 and 12, 
struggling in the water 
PLEASE SEE LOCAL ON A4 
CIARIFICATION 
In the April 20 issue of 
the Future, an article titled, 
"Study reveals doctorate 
graduation rates," reported 
that 28 percent of doctorate 
students had graduated 
between 1997 and 2007. In 
addition, it should be noted 
that of the 3,198 that enrolled 
there are still 1,533 pursuing 
their degree as of 2006. 
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Grad student researches the role of pubs in Irish culture 
The short tables caught his 
attention firsL 
"Over [in Ireland] the tables 
are as low as your lap, as low as 
your knees, and I wondered 
why that was," said J. Cucchiara, 
an anthropology graduate stu-
dent. 
It was Cucchiara's first time 
in a pub in Ireland, and he was 
surprised by what he saw. 
"You saw things in pubs that 
you would never ever see here," 
he said. "Families, from little 
children in strollers all the way 
up to grandparents, in the mid-
dle of the day." 
One woman was there with 
her two children playing in the 
back room of the pub, and she 
was having her lunch with a 
pint of Guinness. 
"I thought, 'Wow, this is real-
ly not a custom we share in the 
United States,'" Cucchiara said. 
"It's something that i_s unique -
perhaps it's unique to this cul-
ture - and I wondered what 
more had been written about it." 
When he returned to the 
states, he started looking for 
previous research published 
about Irish pubs and found 
none, he said. 
Cucchiara said everything he 
found was research about 
drinking customs. 
Cucchiara has been studying 
Irish pubs since the 2004 trip 
and plans to be the first anthro-
pologist to do in-depth research 
on them. 
And now, after his thesis was 
approved by his advisory com-
mittee, he'll be graduating in 
May. 
But more than 10 years ago, 
Cucchiara had a job with his 
associate degree in electronics 
technology while living in 
Pennsylvania. 
He said he soon realized that 
looking at the same four walls 
and the same dozen people 
every day was not the way to go. 
"I needed people; I needed to 
interact,'' Cucchiara said. 
One of the last courses he 
took in college was an anthro-
pology course, because, as he'll 
admit, he watched way too 
many Indiana Jones movies as a 
child. 
"If any archeologist or 
anthropologist tells you that 
they've never seen an Indiana 
Jones movie, they're lying," 
Cucchiara said. 
After a presentation, his 
teacher encouraged him to pur-
sue anthropology and teaching. 
It wasn't until 1997 that Cuc-
chiara moved to Daytona Beach 
and began pursuing his degree 
in anthropology. 
NATALIE MORERA 
Editor-in-Chief 
RAYMA JENKINS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
J. Cucchiara, a UCF graduate student of anthropology, has been a regular at Robbie O'Connell's 
Pub since 1999. After a trip to Ireland, Cucchiara is now researching Irish pubs. 
"I took the 12-year extended 
program. That's what one 
course at a time will do," he said. 
He graduated with his bache-
lor's in anthropology in 2006 
and then entered the master's 
program. 
"I was one of the inaugural 
students in the master's degree 
in anthropology,'' he said. 
UCF assistant professor of 
anthropology Ty Matejowsky 
was Cucchiara's thesis adviser 
as he sought his master's 
degree. 
Matejowsky said that from 
other perspectives, Cucchiara's 
study may not seem "applicable 
to scientific research," but 
anthropologists . are interested 
in all aspects of what it means to 
be human. Those aspects 
include drinking and customs. 
"[Irish pubs] do act as social 
institutions that help with 
things like cultural reproduc-
tion and reinforcing social 
bond,'' Matejowsky said. 
Cucchiara said that at a pub, 
people are expected to be 
social. 
''At a pub, you can't be left 
alone," he said. ''A pub is social. 
If I get up and walk into a pub, 
chances are I'd know someone, 
and they'll know me by the time 
I leave." 
At one pub in Ireland, a 
group of six had bought Cuc-
chiara's group of 10 a round of 
beer within the first hour of 
arriving, Cucchiara said. 
''We are meant to reciprocate 
it,'' Cucchiara said, adding that 
LOCAL WEATHER -
buying a round usually goes 
around until everyone in the 
group has bought a round. 
Cucchiara's friend Robbie 
O'Connell, owner of Robbie 
O'Connell's Pub in Daytona 
Beach, was with him on his first 
trip to Ireland. The two have 
known each other about 10 
years. 
"He's like Indiana Jones with 
wry humor," O'Connell said. 
O'Connell has helped his 
Cucchiara to understand the 
business aspect of owning a pub 
and some background in the dif-
ferences between American 
pubs and Irish pubs. 
For one thing, O'Connell 
said, pubs are open all day in 
Ireland, while in the U.S., pubs 
are seen as part of the nightlife. 
And while Americans have 
block parties and people over to 
their homes, the Irish meet up 
at pubs. 
"You don't have people at 
your house," O'Connell said. 
"We ipeet at the pub." 
He has given questionnaires · 
out to the patrons that come to 
O'Connell's pub to assist his 
research as well. 
He has only done the prelim-
inary research for his thesis. 
Now that he has proven that the 
topic needs to be researched, he 
will go forward with his doctor-
ate degree in anthropology after 
some time off. 
"I do what people do at the 
mall," Cuc;:chiara said, "except 
much more trained. I people 
watch." 
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future. 
Bennett said the econo-
my is her biggest concern, 
because her undergraduate 
degree won't be enough in 
the competitive job market. 
''You really can't do too 
much with a bachelor's 
anymore," Bennett said 
Joel Sherwin said he was 
told an aerospace engi-
neering degree would 
guarantee him a job, but 
now he's not so sure. 
"I don't have a job," 
Sherwin said. "Everybody 
told us, 'You're engineers, 
graduate with a C, you're 
going to walk out with a 
position."' 
According to The Asso-
ciated Press, Florida's job 
market is continuing to 
decline. The state's unem-
ployment rate rose to 9.7 
percent in March, the high-
est it has been since 1975. 
There are currently 
893,000 people looking for 
jol,s in Florida, according 
to the AP. · 
Zachary Hughes said it 
is a battle between whether 
he continues in his field of 
medical health counseling 
or finds a job that will hold 
him over until the econo-
my improves. 
And he's ready to work, 
Hughes said He said UCF's 
medical health counseling 
program is one of the best 
in the country and has pre-
pared him to be a coun-
selor. 
"I actually feel like I've 
learned a lot, and I've got-
ten everything that I've 
needed from my program," 
Hughes said 
· However, some stu-
1 Everybody told 
us, "You're 
• engineers, 
graduate with a 
C, you're going 
to walk out with 
a position.'" 
- JOEL SHERWIN 
dents feel more could have 
been done to help them 
meet job competition. 
Lack of hands-on expe-
rience in the engineering 
program hinders UCF 
graduates, said mechanical 
engineering major Sean 
Charvet. 
''.As an engineer, we 
don't engineer anything," 
Charvet said. 
"[A technician] knows 
tools and if things are 
working or not working," 
he said '½.nd then you have 
some kid who looks in his 
book and says, 'Well it's 
supposed to be like this,' 
and it just doesn't work." 
In school, liberal grad-
ing curves allowed stu-
dents to pass without 
learning enough, Charvet 
said. He said that in some 
classes, most of the stu-
dents would only pass 
because teachers curved 
grades. 
"There's definitely a 
trend," Charvet said, "and 
you'd think that somebody 
would do something about 
it, but it seems like as long 
as they take our money, 
they're happy:• 
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•••••••••• 
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...... •'• .. 
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17-year-old finishes first year 
CHELSYTRAa 
Contributing Writer 
When Atish Patel 
stepped on campus as 
a UCF student, he was 
too young to view an 
R-rated film. 
Patel got his driver's 
license just months 
before beginning at 
UCF in August, but he 
got off to a quick start 
on his micro and 
molecular biology 
degree. 
He began as a stu-
dent in the LEAD 
Scholars Program with 
more than 20 credit 
hours under his belt 
from Advanced Place-
ment courses taken in 
high school. He began 
work early on his goal 
of becoming a medical 
doctor and helping 
others. 
"In high school, I 
was going to do dual 
e,Prollment, but I was-
n't old enough to get a 
license, so I couldn't 
drive to Valencia," 
Patel said. 
His family members 
were forced from their 
home in Zimbabwe 
and moved to the Unit-
ed States when Patel 
was only ll, he said. 
Patel's father had 
owned two pharmacies 
and was forced from 
the country when Zim-
babwe gained inde-
pendence from Great 
Britain. 
Patel said he was 
uprooted and had his 
entire life changed. 
Patel was placed in 
the eighth grade, two 
years younger than the 
rest of his peers. 
He had to adjust not 
only to a whole new 
way of life and the ini-
11 was transitioning from 
childhood to adolescence. Just 
the circumstances I was in, it 
was really different. It was 
kind of hard for me.' 
molecular biology student 
Violette Alsaka because of 
conflicts with certain 
beliefs in his religion. 
Alsaka, who said she still 
considers Patel a friend, 
said it was something he 
had to do, not something he 
wanted to do. Despite the 
disappointment, she said 
she still respected Patel for 
his devotion to his faith. 
tial culture shock, but 
he did it surrounded by 
peers two years his 
senior . 
"I was transitioning 
from childhood into 
adolescence.· Just the 
circumstances I was in, 
it was really different," 
J>atel said. "It was kind 
of hard for me." 
Joe Ritchie is the 
executive director of 
the First Year Experi-
ence program, which is 
in charge of helping 
first year students and 
their parents adjust to 
college life. Ritchie 
also teaches Patel's 
LEAD course this 
spring. 
Ritchie said that 
Patel is well adjusted 
and participates in 
classroom discussions; 
he also listens atten-
tively to classmates 
and respects authority 
figures. 
Ritchie said Patel is 
mature for his age. 
"You would not 
know that he is two 
years younger,'' Ritchie 
said. 
Patel has taken on a 
difficult course load 
and all the extra 
responsibilities associ-
ated with the LEAD 
program. 
- ATISH PATEL 
MICRO AND MOLECULAR BIOLOGY MAJOR 
"I forget he is 17 some-
times," said Drishtie Patel, 
his sister and a UCF alum-
na. "I treat him like he is a 
lot older." 
During his transition to 
the U.S., Patel said he found 
comfort in the cultural ties 
still available to him 
through his Hindu faith. 
Patel said, despite the 
challenges facing him, he 
did not drift away from his 
faith but rather delved 
deeper into it. 
'Tm very into my reli-
gion," Patel said. "That's 
the number one thing in my 
lifi " e. 
Patel's devotion to Hin-
duism is obvious to his 
friends and even his profes-
sors, Ritchie said. 
"He is very into his faith, 
and that's really a very 
important part of him," 
Ritchie said. 
Patel recently ended a 
four-month relationship 
with freshman micro and 
"He has a really good 
heart," Alsaka said. "He is 
honest and true, and it's 
hard to find that." 
Patel said he attends 
church every Friday night. 
"True Hinduism is not 
just a religion, it's a way of 
life," Patel said. "It doesn't 
matter where you come 
from, it just matters how 
you follow it and your out-
look on life." 
Neil Solanky, freshman 
business administration 
major, said he has known 
Patel since they were in 
eighth grade and considers 
Patel to be his best friend. 
Solanky said that Patel is 
a constant - some one 
who can always be depend-
ed on. 
"He sticks to his values," 
Solanky said. "He won't 
change for people, and I 
admire that." 
He is now two years 
ahead of most people his 
age . 
"He wants to be at the 
top, and he makes the effort 
to be there," Drishtie Patel 
said. 
CLASSIFIEDS 
Place and view ads online anytime at: 
www.KnigbtNewspapers.com/classifieds 
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Walking at Commencement? 
Rent your cap & gown from the B&N@UCF Bookstore 
(near the UCF Arena), and automatically receive a 
1-year alumni membership and *free UCF Alumni key 
chain. 
Not Walking at Commencement? 
Then take advantage of the Alumni New Grad Special. 
Join for just $30 (regularly $35) and receive 1-year of 
alumni membership and *free UCF Alumni key chain. 
For more details or to sign up call 
407. UCF.ALUM 
or connect anytime at 
www.ucfalumni.com. 
U~F 
ALUMNI 
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after being caught in a rip 
current. He swam out to 
them, and the boys got to 
shore safely. Authorities 
say he never made it back. 
Bystanders went into the 
water to pull him out. 
Authorities say Schulze 
was pronounced dead at a 
hospital. 
On Friday, Danny John-
son, 59, of Robertsdale, 
Ala., was pulled from the 
surf near Pensacola and 
pronounced dead at a hos-
pital. 
Artist loses home and art for 
upcoming show in brush fire 
ARIPEKA - Pop artist 
James Rosenquist has lost 
his west Florida home and 
art for an upcoming show 
to a brush fire. 
Don Ruths, a Florida 
Division of Forestry 
spokesman, says the fire 
also destroyed two studios 
on the property. 
Rosenquist said all of 
the art for a show in New 
York City in the fall was 
also destroyed. 
He said he was totally 
wiped out. 
Residents returned to 
their homes Saturday night 
after crews battled to con-
trol the 80-acre brush fire 
in Withlacoochee State 
Forest's Homosassa tract at 
the north end of Indian 
Bay. 
Authorities: Man drowns 
while trying to flee officers 
ORLANDO - Authori-
ties say a man drowned 
after attempting to flee an 
Orlando Police officer. 
On Saturday afternoon, 
the officer saw the man fall 
from his scooter. When the 
officer approached him to 
help, the man left on the 
scooter. The .man rode the 
scooter very fast and then 
jumped into a lake. 
The officer followed the 
man into the lake to rescue 
him, but the man drowned 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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Ga. professor suspected for 
fatal shootings, few leads 
ATHENS, Ga. 
Authorities had few leads 
Sunday as they searched 
for a University of Georgia 
professor who disappeared 
after his ex-wife and two 
other men were shot to 
death outside a local the-
ater company near cam-
pus. 
George Zinkhan, a 57-
year-old marketing profes-
sor, was last seen Saturday 
afternoon by his next door 
neighbor when he dropped 
off his two young children 
at the neighbor's house and 
said there was an emer-
gency. 
Authorities were moni-
toring airports in case 
Zinkhan tried to head to 
Amsterdam, where he 
owns a home, or Austin, 
Texas, where he has rela-
tives. 
Police in riot gear subdue 
Univ. of Minnesota crowd 
MINNEAPOLIS - Six . 
people are under arrest 
after a block party near the 
University of Minnesota 
campus led to Minneapolis 
police in riot gear subduing 
the crowd with tear gas. 
Police from the campus 
and the city of Minneapolis 
responded about 8 p.m. to a 
party that got out of hand 
in the Dinkytown neigh-
borhood near campus. 
Police say students 
caused damage to cars and 
started a fire in the street, 
and threw rocks and bot-
tles at officers when they 
arrived. The crowd of stu-
dents allegedly grew to 
several hundred, and more 
than 60 officers were on 
the scene. 
Officers used pepper 
spray. tear gas grenades 
and foam rounds to subdue 
the crowd Six people were 
arrested, but no serious 
injuries were reported. 
~ - ASSbCIATED PRESS 
NATION & WORLD 
Keep current with headlines from around the globe 
RUHULLAH SHAKIR/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Pakistani paramilitary, who launched an operatio~ aga!nst mil~nts: m~intain a 
position on a high post in the troubled area of Pak1stans Lower Dir district Sunday. 
Swine flu confirmed in NYC 
high school students Sunday 
NEW YORK - New 
York City was dealing 
with a growing public 
health threat Sunday after 
tests corurrmed that eight 
students at a private 
Catholic high school had 
contracted swine flu. 
Some of the school's stu-
dents had visited Mexico 
on a spring break trip two 
weeks ago. 
New York officials pre-
viously had said they were 
eight probable cases, but 
Centers for Disease Con-
trol and Prevention con-
firmed that it was swine 
flu, Mayor Michael 
Bloomberg said. 
About 100 students at 
St. Francis Preparatory 
School complained of flu-
like symptoms. 
Bloomberg stressed 
that the cases in New York 
were mild and many are 
recovering, but also said 
that parents of the stu-
dents also had flu symp-
toms, "suggesting it is 
spreading person to per-
son." 
He said that the virus 
likely came from Mexico, 
although that has not offi-
cially been determined 
"We do know that 
some of the students from 
the school had a spring 
break in Mexico," 
Bloomberg said, sur-
rounded by top city offi-
cials and members of Con-
gress. "It is most likely to 
be brought back from 
Mexico, but nobody 
knows.'' 
Federal health officials 
said Sunday that 20 cases 
of swine flu have been 
reported so far in New 
York, Ohio, Kansas, Texas 
and California. Patients 
have ranged in age from 9 
to over 50. At least two 
were hospitalized. All 
recovered or are recover-
ing. 
Police fire baton rounds at 
Kent State University rioters 
COLUMBUS, Ohio -
An end-of-year college 
block party spiraled out of 
control when police fired 
baton rounds· and used 
pepper spray to break up 
hundreds of rioting stu-
dents who sparked a 
string of street f'rres at 
Kent State University. 
Video posted on the 
Internet shows students 
hurling furniture and 
street signs into the flames 
on Saturday night as a 
SWAT team in riot gear 
converged on the crowd. 
Kent police said the party 
grew violent after one rev-
eler was arrested and stu-
dents began pelting offi-
cers with bottles, bricks 
and rocks. 
"They were burning 
pretty much everything," 
said police dispatcher 
Rosemarie Mosher. "They 
were throwing stop signs 
on the fires, they were 
throwing chairs, couches, 
tree branches. Basically 
anything they could get 
their hands on.'' 
At least 64 students 
were arrested, and several 
officers suffered minor 
injuries, Mosher said. Stu-
dents gathered on front 
porches at about 8:30 p.m. 
and began spilling into the 
streets on the unusually 
warm evening. 
When officers ordered 
the crowd to disperse, stu-
dents built piles of couch-
es, suitcases and other 
debris and lit them on fire. ' 
There were at least four 
fires blazing in the middle 
of the street, Mosher said. 
Amid U.S. criticism, Pakistan 
battles Taliban militants 
ISLAMABAD - Pak-
istan sent helicopter gun-
ships and troops to attack 
Taliban militants Sunday 
in a district covered by a 
peace deal after strong 
U.S. pressure on the 
nuclear-armed nation to 
confront insurgents 
advancing in its north-
west. 
At least 31 people were 
killed in the offensive, 
which sent some residents 
of Lower Dir district flee-
ing carrying small chil-
dren and few belongings. 
The operation 
appeared to endanger a 
peace pact struck with 
Taliban militants in neigh-
boring Swat Valley, 
although a top official 
insisted the deal was 
"intact.'' Another official 
demanded the insurgents 
disarm, but a Taliban 
spokesman said the mili-
tants would not give up 
their weapons. 
The Lower Dir offen-
sive also came ahead of 
Pakistani President Asif 
Ali Zardari's scheduled 
meeting with President 
Barack Obama in early 
May. but Pakistani officials 
denied outside pressure 
influenced the move. 
Television footage 
from the district showed 
at least two helicopter 
gunships heading toward 
the mountains. Troops 
guarded a road blocked 
with paramilitary trucks, 
while some families sat 
nearby. Another family 
headed away in a vehicle 
packed with luggage. 
The operation killed at 
least 30 militants, includ-
ing a commander, plus 
one paramilitary soldier, 
according to an army 
statement and Interior 
Ministry chief Rehman 
Malik. 
Italian cruise ship fends off 
pirate attack with gunfire 
ROME - An Italian 
cruise ship with 1,500 peo-
ple on board fended off a 
pirate attack far off the 
coast of Somalia when its 
Israeli private security 
forces exchanged f"rre with 
the bandits. 
Six men in a small, 
white Zodiac-type boat 
approached the Msc 
Melody at about 1730 
GMT Saturday and 
opened f"rre with automat-
ic weapons, Msc Cruises 
director Domenico Pelle-
grino said. They retreated 
after the security officers 
returned fire and sprayed 
them with water hoses. 
The ship continued its 
journey with its windows 
darkened. 
"It felt like we were in 
war," the ships command-
er, Ciro Pinto, told Italian 
state radio. 
None of the roughly 
1,000 passengers and 500 
crew members was hurt, 
Pellegrino said. The pas-
sengers were asked to 
return to their cabins and 
the external lights on 
board turned off. 
Pellegrino said all Msc 
cruise ships around the 
world are staffed with 
Israeli security agents 
because they are the best 
trained. 
The attack occurred 
about 200 miles (325 kilo-
meters) north of the Sey-
chelles, and about 500 
miles (800 kilometers) 
east of Somalia, according 
to the anti-piracy flotilla 
headquarters of the Mar-
itime Security Center 
Horn of Africa. 
- ASSOCIATED PRESS 
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Take your next step toward success 
by transferring to UT. 
• Over 120 academic programs 
• Small classes 
(15:1 student-faculty ratio) 
• Quick turnaround on transfer 
credit evaluations 
• Transfer scholarships for 3.0+ GPA 
• Grants for Florida residents 
TAM PA 
401 W, Kennedy Blvd. 
Tampa, FL 33606-1490 
{888) 646-2738 
• Union 
Your place for a study space 
Open 24 hours 
during finals week. 
April 28th . -
May 4th 
SGA Computer Lab 
will have extended hours 
Food will be provided by SGA 
Visit W'W'W'.UCFSU.com 
for more details 
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Closure marks garage's 
second safety concern 
FROM Al 
Danielle Spisso, a fresh-
man theater major. 
"Especially if you're 
running late, you're basi-
cally screwed," she said 
On Thursday, Jonathan 
Hunte, a senior art educa-
tion major, said he kept 
group project members 
waiting 20 minutes in the 
Teaching Administration 
Building while he was 
being re-directed from a 
full Garage H into a near-
by lot. 
He said the closure was 
ill-timed 
"[UCF] should have 
handled it earlier, at a bet-
ter time, or after f""inals," 
Hunte said. 
The garage has been 
closed for about two 
weeks while engineers 
have been evaluating how 
to repair the beams, 
Dellert said. 
The campus' newest 
parking garage, Garage A 
has proven to be a prob-
lem for UCF. It was 
closed last summer due to 
structural concerns, and 
UCF was involved in a 
two-year legal battle with 
the contractors who built 
it. 
Dellert said it is not 
known when the garage 
will reopen. 
RAMI ROTLEWla / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Parking Garage A dosed two weeks ago so engineers can go in and inspect the beams for repairs, said Christine Dellert 
of UCF News & Information. It is unknown how long it will be closed for or how much the repairs will cost. 
Subs' return not from jive 
FROM Al 
store's owner brought 
back the promotional 
sandwiches because he 
could afford to, not 
because of the dance rou-
tine. 
"In fact, I don't think the 
owner ever found out 
about it," Haun said. 
· The Subway carried the 
$5 Footlongs before but 
discontinued the promo-
tion when store numbers 
showed they didn't need it. 
Junior Ezzio Ribotti 
said he stopped going to 
the Student Union Subway 
and instead went to the 
Subway in the gym that 
offers the $5 Footlongs. 
"It was pointless to pay 
more when there were 
other stores on campus 
that had them cheaper," 
Ribotti said 
Ribotti, who witnessed 
the performance, thought 
the joke was funny. 
"The look on the 
employees' face was hilari-
ous;• he said · 
Each member of the 
dance group walked into 
the Subway separately and 
SUBWAY FACTS 
1. The SUBWAY® restaurant chain was founded in 1965 by Fred Deluca, 
a 17-year-old college freshman, and family friend Dr. Peter Buck. The first 
restaurant opened in Bridgeport, Connecticut, USA on August 28 and 
was called Pete's Super Submarines . 
2. The first franchised SUBWAY® unit opened in 1974 in Wallingford, 
Connecticut. 
3. There are more than 28,800 SUBWAY® franchises in 86 countries and 
territories worldwide {as of 02/01 /08). Check out the SUBWAY® home 
page for a daily update. 
sat at random tables. 
Mendez then went in to 
order a $5 Footlong and 
upon hearing they were no 
longer served at that spe-
cific Subway, said, "No?! 
No $5?! No $5 Footlong?" 
This line was the cue to the 
rest of his friends to get up 
and perform the routine to 
their song. 
When the routine 
ended, Mendez and his 
friends nonchalantly 
walked out of the restau-
rant, leaving behind a sea 
of shocked faces. 
"We did it for laughs, 
but the publicity may have 
made a difference," said 
Anthony Roper, one of the 
members of the dance 
crew. "We got the word 
out." 
Initially, we just wapted 
to do an awesome April 
Fools' joke:' 
Mendez submitted 
video of the prank to a con-
test Subway had where 
contestants created their 
own Subway $5 Footlong 
commercials. Although 
they didn't win, the partic-
ipants stayed in high spir-
its. 
"Submitting the video 
was not necessarily about 
winning," Roper said. "I 
feel like a winner because 
we now pay less for an 
extra six inches of sub." 
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Cypress Dome editor 
rules with iron fist 
CHRISTINA JOHNSON 
Contributing Writer 
Christopher Wiewiora 
is all clean lines and busi-
ness. He's the guy who 
means exactly what he 
says. He's no fuss - just 
purpose, drive and 
answers. 
As editor-in-chief of 
UCF's literary Journal, The 
Cypress Dome, he has to 
be. In fact, Wiewiora runs 
the journal like a dictator-
ship. 
"The editor has final 
call," Wiewiora said. 
At one point, a poem 
became part of a debate. 
Most of the staff wanted to 
accept it, but Wiewiora 
found it to be cliche. He 
sent an e-mail to the staff 
explaining his perspective 
and that his final decision 
was to not accept the 
poem for publication. 
"I [said] this is my final 
decision, we're not going 
to be running this," 
Wiewiora said. "It's just 
not where it should be as a 
poem." 
Wiewiora takes his 
responsibility seriously. 
He rarely takes no for an 
answer and is proud of the 
hard work he put into 
establishing authority with · 
his staff, he said. 
Some students on staff, 
such as Lisa Chatterjee, say 
it can sometimes be diffi-
cult working with Wiewio-
ra, but he has def'mitely 
proved himsel£ . 
"With the role of editor-
in-chief, it's probably hard 
to get away from the dicta-
tor prototype," Chatterjee 
said. "But at the end of it, 
there's a method to his 
madness and it works." 
The Cypress Dome is a 
20-year-old yearly 
publication run by and for 
students. Editors on staff 
conduct blind reads so 
they don't know who 
wrote the piece they're 
reviewing. Submissions 
come from UCF students, 
many of whom are English 
majors - English majors 
who probably share class-
es with the editors. The 
blind reads make it easy to 
leave biases at the door. 
Wiewiora, a creative 
writing major, started out 
as an intern for The Florida 
Review, UCF's biyearly 
literary journal that 
accepts work from writers 
outside of the UCF com-
munity. 
He moved his way up, 
building relationships with 
the faculty in the English 
department, and gained 
more responsibilities at 
THE CYPRESS DOME 
MISSION STATEMENT 
The Cypress Dome Society {CDS) is a university-approved student 
organization dedicated to fostering the literary arts at UCF and promoting 
a sense of community among writers and artists. 
ABOUT US: 
• Supports and publishes The Cypress Dome, UCF's award-winning 
student literary journal. 
• Sponsors Writers in the Sun, which brings nationally-acclaimed authors 
to campus. 
• Organizes the Student-Faculty Reading series. 
With the role of 
editor-in-chief, 
it's probably 
hard to get away 
from the dictator 
prototype. But 
there's a method 
to his madness 
and it works.' 
- LISA CHATTERJEE 
THE CYPRESS DOME STAFF MEMBER 
The Florida Review. He 
also introduced himself to 
the new adviser for The 
Cypress Dome, Toni 
Jensen, who said yes when 
he asked to be editor-in-
chie£ 
"He runs with things 
without [needing] much 
direction," Jensen said. 
"Everyone sees how com-
mitted he is." 
But first, he had to con-
vince the staff he was a 
leader worth following, 
Chatterjee said. 
"In the beginning, he 
[had] to prove himself a lit-
tle bit, since most people 
didn't know who he was 
and because he has no 
problems assuming the 
leadership role," she said. 
"I think once everyone saw 
how on top of things he 
was, they couldn't really 
argue." 
Wiewiora said he 
makes sure his editorial 
staff members know that 
he can do any of their jobs. 
He said, as a leader, he 
should be watching over 
everything and have the 
ability to step in and take 
responsibility to check on 
them. 
"That's the hardest job 
because I think some peo-
ple might be like, 'Who is 
this kid? Who does he 
think he is?"' he said. "It's 
- PEGASUS.CC.UCEEDU 
the constant[ly] proving 
yourself and you 
should. You should be able 
to do what you ask some-
one else to do." 
One of Wiewiora's 
biggest challenges, he said, 
was organizing a small 
group within the staff to 
travel to Chicago with him 
to represent The Cypress 
Dome at the Association of 
Writers & Writing Pro-
grams conference. 
Instead of just the 
adviser going, the students 
helped represent The 
Cypress Dome. 
"That's something 
that's never been done 
before," Jensen said. 
The Cypress Dome is 
also responsible for host-
ing the Writers in the Sun 
series at UCF, which 
brings in published writers 
to hold readings of their 
works for anyone to 
attend. 
"The 1fnglish depart-
ment would never have 
had a reading series this 
year without Chris finding 
a way to fund it," Jensen 
said. 
Wiewiora said he didn't 
want to see the series dis-
appear, so he met with the 
UCF Student Government 
Association as many times 
as needed to work out a 
way to keep Writers in the 
Sun alive. 
While Wiewora wears 
the dictator hat well, he 
still keeps a soft heart. · He 
shows interest in his staff 
members and encourages 
them to continue the good 
and hard work they put 
into the journal. As the 
editor-in-chief, Wiewora 
has not only learned about 
the business of editing and 
publish,ing, but also said he 
has learned a lot about 
himself as well. 
"To know that I'm not 
always right has been an 
experience for me," 
Wiewiora said. "I've 
learned to listen to people 
and give them a chance to 
talk to me." 
• 
• 
• 
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Student disc goJfers flick saucers on the links 
JASON CROOK 
Contributing Writer 
The 18th hole is intimi-
dating. You have to avoid 
the water and then navi-
gate through the narrow 
fairway around a dogleg 
left to get to the hole 344 
feet away. Health science 
major Andrew Rogers had 
done all that; now he just 
needs to sink his putt to set 
a new personal course 
record. No, this isn't the 
Masters, and no, Tiger 
Woods is not involved. 
This is disc golf, and noth-
ing is on the line but per-
sonal pride. 
He lets his putt fly wide 
right. The beaming smile 
on his face, though, tells 
the whole story of his 
afternoon. 
"It's just for fun," 
Rogers said. "Three under 
par is way better than I 
could do at real golf." 
For those unfamiliar 
with the sport, disc golf is 
just like traditional golf, 
only players throw a flying 
disc down the course 
rather than hit a ball. The 
object is the same: to get 
the disc from the tee box to 
the hole in the fewest 
amount of throws, only the 
hole is an elevated basket 
with dangling chains 
designed to catch the disc. 
Permanent courses are 
set up in public parks 
throughout the U.S., 
including in UC F's 
Arboretum. 
"The Arboretum course 
is actually pretty hard," 
said Rogers, a junior who 
plays there with friends 
about two to three times a 
week. "It's really nice, but 
the fairways are · narrow, 
and it's very easy to lose 
discs if 
you're playing alone 
because of the difficulty." 
Rogers said he used to 
play Ultimate Frisbee, a 
football-like flying disc 
game, with his friends 
before he found disc golf. 
"I showed all my 
friends, and they loved it, 
so now we play this all the 
time instead." 
While all that is needed 
to start playing is one disc, 
just like golf there are cer-
tain discs made for certain 
shots that make it easier to 
get a better score. And it 
helps to have all the discs 
in the bag since the holes 
range from just under 200 
feet to over 400 feet. 
There are putt and 
approach discs, which fly 
very straight and are made 
for close shots directly at 
the basket. All-purpose 
and mid-range discs have 
sharper edges, so they will 
fly farther. Drivers fly the 
farthest because they have 
the sharpest edges and 
most of their weight is 
concentrated on the outer 
rim of the disc. 
Perhaps the most 
appealing aspect of the 
sport, especially to college 
students, is the price. The 
courses are free to play, 
and a whole set of quality 
discs costs only $20 to $30, 
with individual discs cost-
ing less. It also takes one to 
two hours to play a game, 
as opposed to an entire 
morning or afternoon 
that it takes playing 
traditional golf. 
"Real golf is 
so expensive, 
and I'm not 
very good 
at it," 
said 
Ricky 
Klemowich, a junior who 
has played disc golf only a 
few times. "But I don't 
mind learning a new sport 
if it's virtually free." 
Another benefit of play-
ing at the Arboretum is 
that it's not used very 
often. 
"There's never a wait," 
Rogers said. ''.Actually, 
we're usually the only peo-
ple out there." 
Although there is no 
official club at UCF, and it 
seems that most players at 
the Arboretum are just 
looking to have a good 
time, it is played competi-
tively around the country. 
The Professional Disc 
Golf Association, with 
over 16,000 members, is 
the governing body for the 
sport and sanctions com-
petitive events for every 
skill level, according to the 
PDGA Web site. 
However, the 
Arboretum 
course isn't 
the only one 
in the UCF 
area. 
There is 
a course 
in Aval-
on 
Park 
and 
Thursday May 14, 2009 
]Q:QQ AM - 3:QQ PM 
UCF Arena 
two courses each at Gor-
don Barnett Park and Bill 
Frederick Park at Turkey 
Lake. They are all under 20 
miles away from campus. 
"The Gordon Barnett 
Park courses are awe-
some," Rogers said. "I play 
the Arboretum course so 
much that it's nice to go 
there for a change of pace." 
Fans of the show Sein-
feld might recognize this 
sport as "Frolf" or "Frisbee 
Golf," which the character 
George Costanza plays 
during his "Summer of 
George." 
"That's actually where I 
heard it first," said junior 
Eric Portnoy, who plays 
with Rogers. "I always 
thought it was a great idea, 
but I had never actually 
tried it until· I played at 
UCF." 
GENERAL RULES 
A. Description of the Game. The game of disc golf consists of th~wing 
a flying disc from the teeing area to a target by a throw or successive 
throws. Players shall play the course as they find it and play the disc 
where it lies unless allowed otherwise by the Rules. The competitor who 
plays the stipulated round or rounds in the fewest throws plus penalty 
throws is the winner. 
B. Practice Throws. A player who throws a practice throw or an extra 
throw with any disc any time after the start of his or her round and prior 
to his or her finishing the last hole of the round ( except for throws that 
must be re-thrown in accordance with the rules, provisional throws 
made pursuant to 803.01 C and 803.01 D (3),or throws during a 
suspension or postponement of play) shall receive one penalty throw. 
The practice throw or extra throw must be observed by any two players 
or an official. 
C. Provisional Throws. Provisional throws are extra throws that are not 
added to a player's score if they are not ultimately used in completion of 
the hole. The use of provisional throws is encouraged in all situations 
where there is a question regarding a thrower's lie and a provisional 
would speed play or when the thrower questions the group's or official's 
ruling. The unused throws shall not be added to the thrower's score nor 
treated as practice throws if the player announces that such additional 
throws are made as provisional throws prior to taking them. Provisional 
throws are appropriate in the following circumstances: 
(1) To save time: A player may declare a provisional throw any time (a) 
the status of a disc cannot immediately be determined, and (b) the 
majority of the group agrees that playing a provisional throw may save 
time, and (c) the original throw may be out of bounds, lost, or have 
missed a mandatory. When proceeding under this type of provisional 
the thrower shall complete the hole from whichever of the two throws 
is deemed by the group or an official as the appropriate lie according to 
the rules. 
(2) To appeal the group's or an official's ruling: A set of provisional 
throws may be taken to complete a hole pursuant to 803.01 0(3) when 
the player disagrees with the majority group decision and an official is 
· not readily available, or if the player wishes to appeal the decision ofan 
official. The scores from both sets of throws shall be recorded. The proper 
ruling and score are then determined by the director at the end of the 
round. 
D.Appeals: 
(1) When a group cannot reach a majority decision regarding a ruling, 
the benefit of the doubt shall be given to the thrower. However, any 
player may seek the ruling of an official,and the official~ ruling shall 
supersede the group's ruling. Any player desiring an appeal of the 
group's decision shall promptly and clearly express that desire to the 
group. 
(2) If an official is readily available, the group shall stand aside to seek 
the official's ruling, allowing other groups to play through. 
(3) If an official is not readily available, the group shall proceed in one 
of two ways. The group may reach a majority decision with the benefit 
of the doubt going to the thrower, and continue play. Alternatively, if the 
thrower does not wish to continue play under the group's majority 
decision, the thrower may declare a provisional per 803.01 C. The use of 
provisional throws is encouraged in all situations where the thrower 
questions the group's or official's ruling. 
(4) A player may seek an appeal of an official's ruling to the director. 
If the director is readily available, the appeal shall be heard directly. 
The group shall stand aside awaiting the ruling on appeal. If the director 
is not readily available, the group shall continue playing under the 
official~ ruling. The appeal shall be made as soon as practical. The 
decision of the director shall be final. 
(5) Where a group's or official's decision is overturned on appeal, the 
official or director may, in the interest of fairness, allow the thrower's 
score to remain the same or adjust the thrower's score to reflect the 
correct interpretation of the rules. Only in a case where a replay is the 
most fair solution, at the discretion of the director, shall a hole or holes 
be replayed. 
E . Warnings. A player shall not receive a warning for a rules violation 
unless the rule specifically provides for a warning. Warnings do not carry 
over from one round to the next round or to a playoff. 
F . Rule of Fairness. If any point in dispute is not covered by the rules, 
the decision shall be made in accordance with fairness. Often a logical 
extension of the closest existing rule or the principles embodied in 
these rules will provide guidance for determining fairness. 
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Music downloading 
to blame for low sales 
FROM A1 
As Duffala had told the 
Future last summer, the 
crescendo of iTunes and 
other music downloading 
services seems to be talc-
ing its toll. 
"[Downloading] is 
something any record 
store has to battle with," 
Duffala said, "but we'r~ 
especially close to that 
demographic that ha~ 
grown up on downloads . 
Some kids will come in 
here, pick something up, 
and say. 'This looks pretty 
good, I think I'll go home 
and download it,' and 
they say that right to us 
and then leave." 
"I don't think people 
realize what they're say-
ing, what they're doing 
when they say that to our 
faces,'' he said. 
Curriculum and 
instruction grad student 
Jeff Weisberger said he 
did not agree. 
"I very rarely get any-
thing from iTunes 
because it's not a high-
quality file, and you can't 
get records," Weisberger 
said. "Maybe if I can't find 
anywhere else, I'll down-
load it." 
Andrea Godwin, a 
counseling education 
grad student, said that she 
and boyfriend Weisberg-
er visit the main Park Ave 
CDs "maybe three times a 
month," but she acknowl-
edged the appeal of hav-
ing a store on campus. 
"I'd always walk by and 
see the sandwich board of 
the new stuff coming 
out," Godwin said "That 
made me feel like I'm into 
music and knew what 
was going on." 
"It used to be that you 
hadtogooutandbuythis 
stuff," Duffala said. 
"There was a sense of 
constant awareness, of 
knowing what was com-
ing out and looking for 
stuff you've maybe never 
heard of before. I just 
don't think that thought 
process is the same. 
Maybe I'm malcing a gen-
eralization, but it's a new 
generation now." 
At the moment, the 
store's merchandise is 
being discounted 
"It's 10 percent off 
everything, and 50 per-
cent off posters. We're 
not worried so much 
about liquidating stuff 
because anything that 
doesn't sell will just go 
back to the other store," 
Duffala said. 
He said employees are 
being reassigned to the 
other location. 
"That's definitely a 
plus. Nobody's getting 
laid off,'' Duffala said. 
Coupons with maps to 
the main store on Corrine 
Drive have been given out 
with regularity. 
"It seems like maybe 
70 percent of the people 
coming in here already 
knew about our other 
location, so that's good 
for us," Duffala said. 
Godwin and Weis-
berger fall among that 
number. 
"If it came down to 
some place like this or 
Best Buy. I'd prefer to sup-
port an indie store 
instead," Godwin said. 
PHOTOS BY ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Park Ave CDs Jr. is covered in signs announcing its close and discounts. The store is giving 10 percent off all merchandise 
and 50 percent off posters. The rest of the merchandise will be taken back to the main store. 
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fflegal-immigrant 
tuition up for debate 
SAMANTHA HENRY 
Associated Press 
NEWARK, N.J. - Piash 
Ahamed has been living in 
New Jersey since legally 
emigrating from 
Bangladesh with his family 
as a child He attended state 
public schools, graduated 
from high school at the top 
of his class and was accept-
ed at Rutgers University. 
But, now 18, he recently 
became classified an illegal 
immigrant after his family 
lost a fight for asylum. He 
dropped out of Rutgers 
after the out-of-state tuition 
rates he was charged as an 
undocumented student 
proved unaffordable. 
"The taxpayers have 
already invested thousands 
of dollars in public educa-
tion for kids like me,'' 
Ahamed said. "Why are 
they denying us the chance 
to go to college and get jobs 
in which we become tax-
paying contributors instead 
of part of the underground 
econQmy?" 
Ahamed is one of many 
undocumented students 
lobbying for New Jersey to 
join the 10 states that allow 
illegal immigrants who 
meet certain criteria to pay 
in-state tuition rates for 
college. It's a federal man-
date that students, regard-
less of their immigration 
statuses, be provided with 
education from kinder-
garten through high school 
Of the six states that 
talce in the most immi-
grants, New Jersey and 
Florida are the only two 
that don't have some form 
of the in-state tuition legis-
lation. 
The idea has failed to 
pass New Jersey's legisla-
ture, and a recent Mon-
mouth University/Gannett 
New Jersey poll found 
most residents oppose it. 
But it's getting renewed 
support from the recent 
recommendations of a 
statewide panel on immi-
grant issues and the back-
ing of Gov. Jon S. Corzine, 
who has supported the idea 
since his days in the U.S. 
Senate. 
Sen. Christopher Con-
nors is one of several law-
malcers opposed to the 
idea. While Connors, R-
Forked River, says he's sym-
pathetic to young people 
who were brought to this 
country as children by their 
parents, he says he doesn't 
believe they should be eli-
gible for taxpayer-support-
ed benefits. 
"We have a lot of hard-
working people in this state 
MIKE DERER / ASSOCIATED PRESS 
Marisol Conde-Hernandez, a Rutgers University student and illegal immigrant, 
pays out-of-state tuition though she was raised in New Jersey . 
struggling under these eco-
nomic times," he said. "To 
see that their tax dollars are 
going to individuals who 
are here illegally is an 
affront to all taxpayers." 
A recent report by New 
Jersey's Blue Ribbon Advi-
sory Panel on Immigrant 
Policy argues that students 
who obtain college degrees 
are more likely to join the 
formal labor force, pay 
taxes and remain in the 
state, which has the 
nation's highest out-migra-
tion rate of students after 
high school. 
At the federal level, U.S. 
Sen. Robert Menendez, D-
N.J., is a co-sponsor of sim-
ilar legislation, called the 
DREAM Act, which was 
reintroduced in the Senate 
in March. 
A current version of the 
bill would malce students 
eligible for in-state tuition 
by offering conditional 
legal status to those 
brought to the U.S. as chil-
dren at age 15 or under. 
They must have lived in the 
country for at least five 
years and graduated from 
high school. 
If they enroll in college 
or the military, they would 
be able to pursue paths to 
U.S. citizenship. 
The federal legislation 
was endorsed earlier this 
week by the College Board, 
a consortium of 5,000 
schools best known for its 
SAT college admission 
tests. The board says states 
that have such programs 
generally see increased col-
lege revenue by enrolling 
additional students, rather 
than financial burdens 
caused by an influx of 
immigrants paying cheaper 
tuition. 
The report est~ates 
about 65,000 undocument-
ed immigrants graduate 
from U.S. high schools each 
year. Less than 10 percent 
of them attend college, 
compared to 75 percent of 
their nat ive-born class-
mates. 
In New Jersey, the legis-
lation would affect an esti-
mated 1,200 to 2,000 
undocumented students 
who graduate from high 
school each year. 
The Americans for 
Legal Immigration Political 
Action Committee, which 
favors tighter immigration 
controls, is lobbying 
against such bills in New 
Jersey and is fighting the 
DREAM Act. 
"The people of this 
country are in no mood for 
replacing American work-
ers and American students 
with illegal aliens in limited 
jobs and classroom seats," 
said William Gheen, the 
committee's president. 
"The anger is intensifying 
each week." 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Swine flu fears prompt quarantine, pork bans 
FRANKJORDANS 
Associated Press 
GENEVA - Canada 
became the third country to 
confirm human cases of 
swine flu Sunday as global 
health officials considered 
whether to raise the global 
pandemic alert level 
Nations from New 
Zealand to Spain also report-
ed suspected cases and 
some warned citizens 
against travel to North 
America while others 
planned quarantines, tight-
ened rules on pork imports 
and tested airline passengers 
for fevers. 
Nova Scotia's chief public 
health officer, Dr. Robert 
Strang, said the east coast 
Canadian province had con-
firmed four "very mild" 
cases of swine flu in students 
ranging in age from 12 to 17 
or 18. All are recovering, he 
said 
"It was acquired in Mexi-
co, brought home and 
spread," Strang said 
ITSUO IN OUYE/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
The western province of 
British Columbia confirmed 
two further cases. Quarantine officers monitor travelers with a therrnographic device at an arrival gate at Narita International Airport in Narita, east oflokyo,Japan on Sunday. 
Toe news follows the 
World Health Organization's 
decision Saturday to declare 
the outbreak first detected in 
Mexico and the United 
States a ''public health emer-
gency of international con-
cern" 
A senior World Health 
Organization official said the 
agency's emergency com-
mittee will meet for a second 
time Tuesday to ex.am4le the 
extent to which the virus has 
spread before deciding 
whether to increase the pan-
demic alert beyond phase 3. 
The same strain of the 
A/HlN1 swine flu virus has 
been detected in several 
locations in Mexico and the 
United States, and it appears 
to be spreading directly 
from human to human, said 
Keiji Fukuda, WHO's assis-
tant director-general in 
charge of health security. 
Mexico's health minister 
says the disease has killed up 
to 86 people and likely sick-
ened up to 1,400 since April 
13. U.S. officials say the virus 
has been found in New York, 
California, Texas, Kansas 
and Ohio, but so far no fatal-
ities have been reported 
Governments including 
China, Russia and Taiwan 
began planning to put any-
one with symptoms of the 
deadly virus under quaran-
tine 
Others were increasing 
their screening of pigs and 
pork imports from the 
Americas or banning them 
outright despite health offi-
cials' reassurances that it 
was safe to eat thoroughly 
cooked pork. 
Some nations issued trav-
el warnings for Mexico and 
the United States. 
WHO's emergency com-
mittee is still trying to deter-
mine exactly how the virus 
has spread, Fukuda said 
"Right now we have cases 
occurring in a couple of dif-
ferent countries and in mul-
tiple locations," he said. "But 
we also know that in the 
modem world that cases can 
simply move around from 
single locations and not real-
ly become established" 
Raising the pandemic 
alert phase could entail issu-
ing specific recommenda-
tions to countries on how to 
halt the disease. So far, 
WHO has only urged gov-
ernments to step up their 
surveillance of suspicious 
outbreaks. 
WHO Director-General 
Margaret Chan called the 
outbreak a public health 
emergency of "pandemic 
potential" because the virus 
can pass from human to 
human. 
Her agency was consid-
ering whether to issue non-
binding recommendations 
on travel and trade restric-
tions, and even border do-
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sures. It is up to govern-
ments to decide whether to 
follow the advice. 
"Countries are encour-
aged to do anything that they 
feel would be a precaution-
ary measure," WHO spokes-
woman Aphaluck Bhatiasevi 
said. ·~ countries need to 
enhance their monitoring." 
New Zealand said that 10 
students who took a school 
trip to Mexico "likely'' had 
swine flu. Israel said a man 
who had recently visited 
Mexico had been hospital-
ized while authorities try to 
determine whether he had 
the disease. French Health 
Ministry officials investigat-
ed four possible cases of 
swine flu, but three were 
later found to be negative. 
Spanish authorities said a 
total of seven suspected 
cases were under observa-
tion. 
Hong Kong and Taiwan 
said visitors who came back 
from flu-affected areas with 
fevers would be quaran-
tined. China said anyone 
experiencing flu-like symp-
toms within two weeks of 
arrival from an affected area 
had to report to authorities. 
A Russian health agency said 
any passenger from North 
America running a fever 
would be quarantined until 
the cause of the fever is 
determined · 
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KEY FACTS ABOUT SWINE INFLUENZA (SWINE FLU} 
WHAT IS SWINE INFLUENZA? 
Swine Influenza (swine flu) is a respiratory disease of pigs caused by type A influenza virus that regularly 
causes outbreaks ofinfluenza in pigs.Swine flu viruses cause high levels of illness and low death rates in pigs. 
Swine influenza viruses may circulate among swine throughout the year, but most outbreaks occur during the 
late fall and winter months similar to outbreaks in humans. The dassical swine flu virus (an influenza type A 
H1N1 virus) was first isolated from a pig in 1930. 
HOW MANY SWINE FLU VIRUSES ARE THERE? 
Like all influenza viruses,swine flu viruses change constantly.Pigs can be infected by avian influenza and 
human influenza viruses as well as swine influenza viruses. When influenza viruses from different species 
infect pigs, the viruses can reassort (i.e.swap genes) and new viruses that are a mix of swine, human and/or 
avian influenza viruses can emerge. Over the years, different variations of swine flu viruses have eme~ed.At 
this time, there are four main influenza type A virus subtypes that have been isolated in pigs: H1N1, H1N2, 
H3N2,and H3N1. However, most of the recently isolated influenza viruses from pigs have been H1 N1 viruses. 
CAN HUMANS CATCH SWINE FLU? 
Swine flu viruses do not normally infect humans. However,sporadic human infections with swine flu have 
occurred.Most commonly, these cases occur in persons with direct exposure to pigs (e.g.children near pigs ata 
fai~ or workers in the swine industry). In addition, there have been documented cases of one person spreading 
swine flu to others. For example,an outbreak of apparent swine flu infection in pigs in Wisconsin in 1988 
resulted in multiple human infections,and, although no community outbreak resulted, there was antibody 
evidence of virus transmission from the patient to health care workers who had dose contact with the patient. 
HOW COMMON IS SWINE FLU INFECTION IN HUMANS? 
In the past, CDC received reports of approximately one human swine influenza virus infection every one to two 
years in the U.S., but from December 2005 through February 2009, 12 cases of human infection with swine 
influenza have been reported. 
WHAT ARE THE SYMPTOMS OF SWINE FLU IN HUMANS? 
The symptoms of swine flu in people are expected to be similar to the symptoms of regular human seasonal 
influenza and include fever, lethargy, lack of appetite and coughing.Some people with swine flu also have 
reported runny nose,sore throat, nausea, vomiting and diarrhea. 
CAN PEOPLE CATCH SWINE FLU FROM EATING PORK? 
No. Swine influenza viruses are not transmitted by food. You can not get swine influenza from eating pork or 
pork products. Eating properly handled and cooked pork and pork products is safe. Cooking pork to an internal 
temperature of 160°F kills the swine flu virus as it does other bacteria and viruses. 
HOW DOES SWINE FLU SPREAD? 
Influenza viruses can be directly transmitted from pigs to people and from people to pigs. Human infection 
with flu viruses from pigs are most likely to occur when people are in close proximity to infected pigs,such as in 
pig barns and livestock exhibits housing pigs at fairs. Human-to-human transmission of swine flu can also 
occur. This is thought to occur in the same way as seasonal flu occurs in people, which is mainly person-to-
person transmission through coughing or sneezing of people infected with the influenza virus. People may 
become infected by touching something with flu viruses on it and then touching their mouth or nose. 
WHAT DO WE KNOW ABOUT HUMAN-TO-HUMAN SPREAD OF SWINE FLU? 
In September 1988,a previously healthy 32-year-old pregnant woman was hospitalized for pneumonia and 
died 8 days later. A swine H1 N1 flu virus was detected. Four days before getting sick, the patient visited a 
county fair swine exhibition where there was widespread influenza-like illness among the swine. 
- WWW.OX.GOV 
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school. Thousands gath-
ered at the school carrying 
knapsacks and provisions 
for an all-night campout. 
The child soldiers van-
~hed with nothing to their 
txistence other than old 
family photos, as Joseph 
ony's Lord's Resistance 
y (LRA), stole them 
om their families denies 
eir existence. 
UCF alumnus Joshua 
~reeman has helped organ-
ize all the Orlando Invisible 
Children efforts to date. 
"Myself and the organi-
zation want to make this 
our last attempt - not nec-
essarily an attempt; we 
don't want to have to keep 
doing this again - bring-
ing attention to this situa-
tion because we want it to 
be complete,'' Freeman 
said. 'We want it to be over 
and bring peace." 
Aaron Gillespie, drum-
wer and lead singer of 
Wnderoath, walked every 
step of the. way, serving as 
the event's rescuer, who 
represents what the organ-
ization hopes world lead-
ers will become for the 
child soldiers. Gillespie 
performed as did Ryan 
Kirkland, lead. singer of 
Orlando band Between the 
Thees . 
"I want to thank you so 
much from the bottom of 
my heart because I look out 
on this field, and I see all 1 
these faces, and I know that 
you are all here for one rea-
son and that's to bring 
these children home," 
Gillespie said to earsplit-
ting cheers. "I've watched 
this thing grow, and I've 
seen celebrities all over the 
Internet talking about com-
ing to The Rescue and 
doing all this stuff and 
that's all a product of some-
thing called community." 
For the event to be con-
sidered successful, or "res-
cued," the Orlando event 
had to raise five flags: red, 
signifying that a major 
media station covered the 
event; purple for a public 
figure's support; green for 
the $5 donations from 
everyone present texting 
"rescue" to 20222; white to 
represent two letters writ-
ten by everyone present to 
a government official; and 
black as a promise to 
attend one of two Lobby 
Days in Washington D.C. 
By the time Gillespie 
spoke, every participating 
Florida city, including 
Miami and Tallahassee, 
had been rescued. 
Freeman said this gen-
eration's efforts toward the 
global community are what 
make the Invisible Chil-
dren movement successful. 
The fervor and influence 
inspired by the human-
rights movements that 
today's youth has grown up 
with, which motivates con-
tributors to work toward 
sharing these rights with 
Africa and the rest of the 
world. 
"The world is no longer 
divided,'' Freeman said. 
"The people in Africa are 
our neighbors. We can go 
on the Internet and talk to 
someone living there. We 
can call them on a cell 
phone. There are very few 
completely remote loca-
tions left across our world 
This isn't just Africa; this is 
Southeast Asia. This is 
South America, but we've 
got to start somewhere." 
For the past 23 years, 
Uganda has been con-
sumed by civil war 
between the LRA led by 
Kony, who is wanted by the 
International Criminal 
Court, and the Ugandan 
government. The war has 
spread to the Democratic 
Republic of the Congo, 
Central African Republic 
and southern Sudan. 
More than 300,000 chil-
dren have been abducted 
by Kony to fight, compris-
CHRISTINA DEPARIS / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Invisible Children protesters marched for nearly 3 mi !S Saturday to spend the night in Trotter's Park on Saturday afternoon in Orlando. 
ing 90 percent of the I.RA 
More than 1.8 million have 
been displaced by the war. 
In the past two years, up to 
900,000 of the displaced 
have reportedly returned 
to their homes. 
Peace talks · in Juba, 
Sudan from June 2006 to 
March 2008 between the 
government and the LRA 
resulted in the longest 
duration of peace in the 
region; however, Kony 
refused to sign the peace 
agreement. According to 
the event's press release, 
"In early 2009, the Ugan-
dan government and sur-
rounding countries 
launched a military opera-
tion intended to defeat the 
LRA and capture the rebel 
leader. The LRA retaliated 
by murdering and displac-
ing thousands of civilians, 
while abducting hundreds 
of children to fight 
amongst its ranks." 
Halfway through the 
2.4-mile march, some ,par-
ticipants began to chant 
impro ised motivations 
that 1ckly became tolera-
ble v rntion for others. , 
The s beat down as the 
group walked holding 
onto r pes as a cool wind 
eased e sweat away, and 
tensin ' muscles and 
cramp ig feet inspired the 
sent· !nt, "this kind of 
sucks.' 
Ho ·ever, the effects on 
the c · dren of Uganda are 
pre ably far worse. Tied 
togeth r, the children are 
forced to march at gun-
point. 
U2' song "In The Name 
Of Lo e" met the first 
group make it into 'frot-
ters P after the hour and 
a half ip. The field was 
quickl occupied by sleep-
ing bag and snack foods. 
"M er Teresa would 
say w t we are doing is 
only o e drop in a vast 
ocean, ut how much more 
full is t ocean because of 
that d op. Who knows 
what ill happen next,'' 
Freem tsaid 
FACTS ABOUT THE CHILDREN IN UGANDA 
ISSUES FACING CHILDREN IN UGANDA 
• Malaria, respiratory infections and diarrhea are the main causes of under-
5 mortality. 
• Approximately 20,000 babies are infected by HIV annually through 
mother-to-child transmission. 
• Nearly half of the estimated 2 million orphans are orphaned due to AIDS, 
with the total expected to rise to 3.5 million by 2010. 
• Net primary school attendance has risen to 87 percent 
• Children and women comprise 80 percent of the 1.4 million people 
forced to flee their homes due to conflict. They live in more than 200 
camps, with limited services. 
• The LRA has abducted more than 25,000 children since 1986. 
• In the conflict-affected districts,around 40,000 unaccompanied children 
- the 'night commuters' - walk every night from their homes in outlying 
villages to urban centers, in search of protection from the threat of LRA 
abductions and attacks. 
ACTIVITIES AND RESULTS FOR CHILDREN 
• 13.5 million children (6 months-15 years) immunized against measles in 
2003. 
• More than 4 million children reached in twice-yearly national"Child 
Days'' to accelerate Vitamin A supplementation, catch-up immunizations 
and de-wonning . 
• 3.7 million girls benefiting from the expansion of the Girls' Education 
Movement (GEM) to 18 districts. 
• 9,600 excluded and disadvantaged children reached through 250 non-
fonnal/complementary learning centers. 
- WWW.CHILDRENOFUGANDA.ORG 
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U.S. groups hope for.more travel to Cuba 
ANITA SNOW 
Associated Press 
HAVANA-Some Amer-
icans are eagerly awaiting the 
moment when they can 
make legal trips to Cuba 
despite the U.S. trade and 
travel embargo - and all it 
would take is a stroke of Pres-
ident Barack Obama's pen. 
While the U.S. Congress is 
weighing whether to lift the 
travel ban altogether, these 
Americans are hoping for a 
widening of already sanc-
tioned visits and the chance 
to form a human wave intro-
ducing American values and 
culture to the communist 
society. 
Toe people-to-people 
contact worked before, when 
President Bill Clinton made it 
easier for such trips begin-
ning in 1999, they say. 
"For us on the U.S. side, 
the Cubans became less of 
the boogyman. And the 
Cubans learned more about 
us and our culture," said 
author Tom Miller, who in 
2000 and 2001 co-organized 
bilingual workshops in 
Havana for Cuban and Amer-
ican writers. 
JAVIER GALEANO/ ASSOCIATED PRESS 
In this April 14 photo, a woman is welcomed by relatives after arriving from the U.S. at the Jose Marti Airport in Havana. Travel restrictions to Cuba may be eased by the Obama administration. 
Tens of thousands of 
Americans legally visited 
Cuba as recently as 2003, 
spending a week or two at a 
time delivering donated food 
and clothes from their 
churches, studying the archi-
tecture of Old Havana, visit-
ing artists in their homes or 
even learning how to salsa . 
dance. 
Then President George 
W. Bush clamped down and 
the number of sanctioned 
trips plunged. In 2007, the lat-
est year for which statistics 
are available, about 40,500 
. Americans visited Cuba, 
_most of them presumably 
making illicit trips through 
third countries like Mexico. 
But now that Obama has 
lifted all restrictions on travel 
by Americans with relatives 
on the island, the U.S.-based 
groups that once brought 
ordinary Americans on regu-
lar study tours hope he will 
let them resume those visits 
as well - even if the rest of 
the travel ban remains intact. 
"We're doing a lot of 
strategizing and dusting off 
the old itineraries," said 
Leslie Balog, Cuba coordina-
tor for the "reality tours" 
organized by the San Francis-
co group Global Exchange. 
'We're planning like it could 
happen tomorrow:' 
Although Obama's April 
14 presidential decree affect-
ed only Americans with 
Cuban relatives, organizers 
of past tours believe legal 
travel for other Americans 
will eventually reopen, at 
least a bit. 
"We're hoping they'll 
eliminate all travel restric-
tions, but it seems more like-
ly they will go back to where 
we were under the Clinton 
administration," Balog said 
Global Exchange brought 
as many as 2,000 Americans 
to Cuba annually under the 
special "people-to-people" 
category created by Clinton 
in 1999 and laxer regulation 
of other approved U.S. travel 
categories. 
People-to-people travel 
was intended to spread 
American ideals and increase 
understanding between the 
two nations, which haven't 
had diplomatic relations 
since 1961. 
Bush shut it down in 2003, 
saying the policy was 
increasingly being used to 
organize tourism packages 
masquerading as study tours. 
He also tightened restrictions 
on educational, religious, 
humanitarian and other 
kinds of authorized travel 
-
-
FOR THE FIRST TIME EVER 
REE 
PARKI 
ON CAMPUS* 
AT 
PARKING GARAGE F 
BEHIND UCF ARENA 
*EXCLUDING SPECIAL EVENTS 
NO PARKING BETWEEN 
3AM-8AM 
COUNTRY SPECIFIC INFORMATION 
COUNTRY DESCRIPTION: 
Cuba is a totalitarian police state which relies on repressive methods to maintain control. These methods, 
including intense physical and electronic surveillance of Cubans, are also extended to foreign travelers. 
Americans visiting Cuba should be aware that any encounter with a Cuban could be subject to surreptitious 
scrutiny by the (.astro regime's secret police, the General Directorate for State Security (DGSE). Also,any 
interactions with average Cubans, regardless of how well intentioned the American may be, can subject that 
Cuban to harassment and/or detention, and otherionns of repressive actions, by state security elements. The 
regime is strongly anti-American, yet desperate for U.S. dollars to prop itself up. The United States does not 
have full diplomatic relations with Cuba, but provides consular and other services through the U.S. Interests 
Section in Havana. The U.S. Interests Section operates under the legal protection of the Swiss government but 
is not co-located with the Swiss Embassy. 
ENTRY/EXIT REQUIREMENTS /TRAVEL TRANSACTION LIMITATIONS 
The Cuban Assets Control Regulations are enforced by the U.S. Treasury Department and affect all U.S. 
citizens and permanent residents wherever they are located, all people and organizations physically located in 
the United States, and all branches and subsidiaries of U.S. organizations throughoijt the world. The regulations 
require that persons subject to U.S.jurisdiction be licensed in order to engage in any travel-related transactions 
pursuant to travel to, from, and within Cuba. Transactions related to tourist travel are not licensable. This 
restriction includes tourist travel to Cuba from or through a third country such as Mexico or (.anada. U.S. law 
enforcement authorities have increased enforcement of these regulations at U.S. airports and pre-clearance 
facilities in third countries. Travelers who fail to comply with Department ofTreasury regulations could face civil 
penalties and criminal prosecution upon return to the United States. 
General licenses are granted to the following categories of travelers, who are permitted to spend money to 
travel to Cuba and to engage in other transactions directly incident to the purpose of their travel, without the 
need to obtain a specific license from the U.S. Treasury Department's Office of Foreign Assets Control (OFAQ at 
http://www.treas.gov/offices/enforcement/ofad: 
• Journalists and supporting broadcasting or technical personnel (regularly employed in that capacity by a 
news reporting organization and traveling for journalistic activities). 
• Official government travelers on official business. 
• Members of international organizations of which the United States is also a member (traveling on official 
business). 
• Full-time professionals whose travel transactions are directly related to research in their professional areas, 
provided that their research: 1) is of a noncommercial, academic nature; 2) comprises a full work schedule in 
Cuba; and 3) has a substantial likelihood of public dissemination. 
• Full-time professionals whose travel transactions are directly related to attendance at professional meetings 
or conferences in Cuba that are organized by an international professional organization, institution, or 
association that regularly sponsors such meetings or conferences in other countries. An organization, 
institution,or association headquartered in the United States may not sponsor such a meeting or conference 
unless it has been specifically licensed to sponsor it. 
• The purpose of the meeting or conference cannot be the promotion of tourism in Cuba or other commercial 
activities involving Cuba, or to foster production of any bio-technological products. 
- TRAVEL.STATE.GOV 
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Knights' 
bats finally 
showupin 
• • seneswm 
PADRICK BREWER 
Sports Editor 
UCF Baseball head 
coach Terry Rooney has 
wanted power all season 
long from the middle of the 
lineup, and he got it in 
spades as the Knights took 
two of three against the 
Blazers during the week-
end 
In the three games, UCF 
battered UAB pitching to 
the tune of 49 runs and 56 
hits, eight of which were 
home runs, in Birmingham, 
Ala., winning the series 
opener 29-9 Friday and the 
series :finale 12-6 Sunday. 
The Blazers took Saturday's 
gamel2-8. 
Along with the power, 
the Knights got a special 
kind of consistency from 
senior infielder Shane 
Brown. 
Brown, who was 11 for 13 
during the three games, set 
the UCF record and tied 
the NCAA record for 
reaching base in the most 
consecutive at bats. 
Heading into Sunday's 
game. he had reached base 
in 15 consecutive plate 
appearances, and he started 
the Knights' victory with a 
bang. Brown hit a home run 
in the first, a double in the 
second and a single in the 
third 
"He's playing with a lot 
of confidence right now," 
Rooney said in a UCF 
release. "Shane Brown is a 
self-made clutch player. 
He's made himself into a 
tremendous baseball player 
and he continues to 
improve. He continues to 
do a great job offensively 
but just as impressive is the 
improvement he has been 
making at second base. He's 
played a couple of different 
positions for us so for him 
to solidify that position has 
been a big boost for this 
team. And on top of it he 
made some great plays 
defensively this weekend 
PHOTOS BY RAMI ROTLEWia / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
Beau Taylor, top, and Shane Brown, above, seen earlier in the season, combined to hit 3 of UCF's 8 home runs. 
His fly out in the sixth 
inning was his first at bat 
since April 21 against Stet-
son that he did not reach 
base. 
''It was awesome. I was 
seeing the ball very well all 
PLEASE SEE BROWN ON A 16 
TEAM 
UCF 
UAB 
TEAM 
UCF · 
UAB 
TEAM 
UCF 
UAB 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
3 0 1 4 5 7 1 5 3 
0 0 0 0 1 0 2 3 3 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
3 0 0 0 4 1 0 0 0 
0 1 0 4 2 3 1 1 X 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
2 0 2 0 4 0 1 1 2 
2 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 3 
FINAL 
29 
9 
FINAL 
8 
12 
FINAL 
12 
6 
NEWSTONOTE 
STARTING STRONG 
The Knights scored at least 2 
runs in the first inning of each 
game. 
PILING ON 
UCF scored at least three runs in 
an inning 9 times in 27 innings. 
LEADING OFF 
UCF leadoff batter Colin Arnold 
was 7 for 11 in the two victories 
against the Blazers 
RUNNING RAMPANT 
Freshman DJ. Hicks set a UCF 
single-game record by scoring 6 
runs in Friday's victory. 
.....•.....•..•.•..............•.•....................................•...•.......••••••••••••.••.................• 
Romans' strife instills leadership 
BRIAN MURPHY 
Staff Writer 
"Responsible" and "leader" are 
commonly used among UCF 
Baseball coaches to describe sen-
ior catcher Brandon Romans. 
He is enjoying his best season 
on the field in three years with the 
Knights, but Romans' work ethic 
with himself and in teaching the 
team's younger players off the 
field is what really makes him 
stand out. 
"He has brought a tremendous 
amount of leadership to our 
team," UCF head coach Terry 
Rooney said of Romans. 
These qualities were strongly 
enforced in the 23-year-old 
Romans nine years ago when his 
own body forced him to be 
extremely responsible if he want-
ed to live. 
In the sum.mer of 2000, 
Romans was entering a monu-
mental phase in any teenager's 
life: high school. But during his 
first week at Cocoa High, Romans 
fell ill. He lost weight and energy 
quickly, no matter what he did. He 
tried to replenish himself with flu-
Senior Brandon 
Romans, who has 
Type I diabetes, 
said he normally 
injects himself 
with insulin about 
6 times each day. 
RAYMAJENKINS / 
CENTRAL FLORIDA 
FUTURE 
ids, but it was never enough. 
"I was always thirsty, it was 
unbelievable," he said. 
Romans began to lose weight at 
PLEASE SEE ROMANS ON Al l 
PADRICK BREWER 
Sports Editor 
Giving out 
grades for 
the sports 
programs 
atUCF 
From conference 
championships and 
NCAA appearances to 
first-round tournament 
exi,ts and awful offensive 
outputs, UCF Athletics 
ran the gamut during the 
2008-09 year. 
Now, with the help of 
powerful and advanced 
analytics - read: my 
brain - I have broken 
down each program from 
the past year. 
Here is my grade for 
each sport: 
football 
If Kevin Smith and his 
2,567 rushing yards and 30 
total touchdowns in 2007 
were a drug, then the 
2008 season was most 
assuredly the beginning 
of withdrawal. 
To say the Knights 
struggled on offense is an 
understatement, as they 
had their worst offense in 
school history. 
UCF won consecutive 
games just once during 
the season in limping to a 
4-8 record, finishing off 
with an abysmal 15-0 loss 
to UAB to end the season. 
It was time for some 
fresh blood. 
Head coach George 
O'Leary brought in a new 
offensive coordinator, 
Charlie Taaffe, although it 
remains to be seen what 
someone who has been 
out of football for four 
years can do in today's 
game. The option has 
been shut down in most of 
practice, and that's when 
the centers can actually 
hike the ball to the quar-
terback. 
In comes highly touted 
recruit Josh Robinson, 
who should see plenty of 
action on the kick return 
team, and offensive line-
man Steven Robinson, 
who was redshirted last 
season and is a massive 
human being. 
The defense lost all 
four starters in the sec-
ondary, but former back-
ups Emery Allen and 
Darin Baldwin appear 
ready to step in. 
But even with new 
recruits, a returning 
defensive line and a fresh 
take on offense, this team 
will still struggle. 
Overall grade: D 
Men's basketball 
Even as Jermaine Tay-
lor was producing one of 
the finest seasons of bas-
ketball UCF had ever 
seen, the rest of the team 
was collapsing. 
The Knights ended 
January at 15-6 and 5-2 in 
C-USA, but won two 
more games the rest of the 
way, culminating with a 
24-point drubbing at the 
hands of the Southern 
Miss in the conference 
tournament. 
All the while, Taylor 
showcased the culmina-
tion of his years of work 
and practice. His 26.2 
points per game was third 
in the country, and he did 
PLEASE SEE WOMEN'S ON A16 
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Knights win first road series in final inning 
CARLOS PINEDA 
Staff Writer 
Going into its weekend 
series against Memphis, the 
UCF Softball team hadn't 
won a road series all week-
end. After junior Breanne 
Javier singled to center field 
in the seventh inning Satur-
day night, that all changed 
Following a 3-2 win earli-
er in the day, Javier scored 
freshman Natalie Land from 
third base to put the Knights 
on top 4-3 and give them the 
series victory. 
On Friday, the Knights 
(25-25 overall, 9-ll in Confer-
ence USA) were shut out 2-
0. They trailed 1-0 after the 
first inning"and 2-0 after Tori 
Gross homered to left field 
in the bottom half of the 
third The UCF offense only 
mustered two hits through-
out the game. 
ASHLEY INGUANTA / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
UCF sophomore shortstop Tiffany Lane, seen here against Southern Miss, was 2 for 8 in the doubleheader on Saturday. 
After committing an 
error in the first inning 
which led to a run, the 
Knights settled down and 
kept the game close. 
In the circle, junior Kristi-
na DeMello (7-8) pitched six 
innings, giving up one 
earned run on five hits. She 
struck out two and walked 
two batters. 
On Saturday, behind the 
ann of junior Ashleigh Cole 
and some small ball, the 
Knights were able to pick up 
two one-run wins. 
UCF trailed Memphis 1-0 
in the first game until the top 
of the fourth. With one out, 
Javier reached first base on a 
fielding error and junior 
Hillary Barrow hit an RBI 
double to left-center field, 
scoring Javier all the way 
from first base. Barrow's hit 
was the first for UCF in the 
contest. 
The Knights took their 
first lead of the series when 
senior Lindsay Dean hit a 
lead-off home run to left-
center field in the fifth 
inning, her third on the year. 
The UCF lead was short-
lived, though, because the 
Tigers staged a rally to tie 
the game at two in the bot-
tom of the fifth. 
The Knights took the 
lead right back in the sixth, 
scoring a run for the third 
consecutive inning. Bar-
row's bat stayed hot, as she 
doubled down the right-
field line to put the Knights 
in scoring position. Fresh-
man Vanessa Perez ground 
out to first base, advancing 
Barrow third base, then Cole 
singled to left field, scoring 
Barrow to give UCF the lead 
JIMMY TO GO® 
CATERING 
BOX LUNCHES. PLATTERS. PARTIES! 
' DELIVERY ORDERS will include a delivery 
charge of 25c per item (•t-lDc). 
FREEBIE$ (SUBS t CLUBS ONLY) 
Onion, lettuce. alfalfa sprouts, tomato, mayo. sliced 
cucumber. Dijon mustard. oil & vinegar. and oregano. 
Cole pitched a complete 
game victory, winning her 
15th game of the year. She 
pitched seven innings, giv-
ing up two earned runs on 
nine hits and striking out 
five. 
In the second game of the 
doubleheader the Tigers got 
out to an early start for the 
third consecutive game, 
leading 1-0 after the first 
inning. 
In the top half of the sec-
ond inning, Perez reached 
first base on a fielding error 
and moved to second on a 
ground out from Cole. With 
NEWS TO NOTE 
FIVE FOR FIGHTING 
Wrt:h two wins Saturday against 
Memphis, the Knights have now 
won both games of a 
doubleheader five times this 
season. 
SOMETHING BARROW-ED 
UCF third baseman Hillary 
Barrow was the only Knight to 
get a hit in all three games. 
DOUBLING UP 
Ashleigh Cole pitched 11 innings, 
allowing 2 earned runs Saturday. 
two outs, junior Mary 
Helen Tyler tripled down 
the right-field line to score 
Perez from second base. It 
was Tyler's first triple of 
the season. 
DeMello started the 
second game but ran into 
some trouble in the bot-
tom half of the third 
inning. She gave up a sin-
gle to Leila Dolfo, who 
then advanced to second 
on a sacrifice bunt. Gross 
walked, putting runners 
on first and second with 
no outs. Kailey Kassner 
then singled down the 
left-field line, scoring 
Dolfo and giving Mem-
phis a 2-1 lead 
Later in the inning 
Leigh Rowan singled to 
center field, scoring Gross 
and putting the Tigers 
ahead by two. 
Like they did in game 
one, the Knights scored a 
run in three consecutive 
innings. 
In the top of the fifth 
Land reached :first on a 
fielder's choice, then stole 
second base. Sophomore 
Abby McClain followed 
with an RBI double that 
brought Land home from 
second, cutting the deficit 
to one run. 
The next inning Javier 
led off with a single and 
advanced to second on 
Barrow's sacrifice bunt. 
She moved to third on a 
passed ball. 
Following a walk to 
Perez, Cole provided 
another RBI single that 
scored Javier to tie the 
game. 
In the final inning of 
the game, Land singled up 
the middle and again stole 
second base. She 
advanced to third base on 
McClain's sacrifice bunt. 
Javier then stepped up and 
delivered the game-win-
ning single. 
Cole faced little diffi-
culty in the bottom of the 
inning, taking care of the 
batters in 1-2-3 fashion. She 
picked up her 16th win of 
the season in relief: going 
four innings and only 
allowing one hit. 
The Knights host 
UTEP on Saturday in the 
final series of the season. 
Saturday's start is slated 1 
p.m., with the second 
game following. On Sun-
day, senior day, they play 
at noon. 
UNIVERSITY 
WALK-IN 
MEDICAL 
CENTER 
"The Doctor Is Always In" 
Urgent Care Medical Services 
Provided By Board Certified Physicians. 
No Appointment Necessary. 
11550 University Blvd. • Orlando, FL 32817 
407-282-2044 
Hours: Monday~Friday 8am-8pm 
Saturday-Sunday 9am-5pm 
Open Most Holidays 
UniversityW alkin.com 
Most Insurances Accepted 
(located less than 1 mile from UCF, 
on University Blvd., between Rouse Road and Alafaya.) 
Whole Campus Division Results 
Grand Champion: 159th/204 (14.59% Recycle R~te) 
er Ca ita Classic: isoth/180 (6.35 Recycled lbs/person) 
aste Minimization: 21st/1s1 (20.66 Waste lbs/person) 
Gorilla Prize: 74th/292 (167,037 lbs Recycled) 
Targeted Recycled Materials 
Paper: 179th;203 (1.26 lbs/person) 
Corrugated Cardboard: 143th/202 (2.01 lbs/person) 
Bottles & Cans: 169th/209 (0.43 lbs/person) 
Total Waste Thrown Out: 1,074,297 lbs 
Total Recycled: 167,037 lbs 
We can do better! 
Join us next year for RecycleMania 2010! 
WE DELIVER! 7 DAYS A WEEK 
o see the final results for all participating colleges/universities 
in RecycleMania 2009, go to www.recyclemaniacs.org. 
4647 S. CLYDE MORRIS BLVD. 927 BEVILLE RD. 2258 W. INTERNATIONAL SPEEDWAY BLVD. 11565 UNIVERSITY BLVD. 4000 CENTRAL FLORIDA BLVD. 1340 ORANGE AVE. 
386.304.0104 386.304.7740 386.253.2811 407.275.5911 407.882.2222 407.644.0055 
PORT ORANGE SOUTH DAYTONA DAYTONA BEACH ORLANDO ORLANDO WINTER PARK Ut;F 
''YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JONN'S!"® © RECYCLES 
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TEXT PEGPOINTE TO 47464 FOR MORE INFORMATION stardord rates apply 
2A"hr fttneas center 
24·hr game room 
2 resort-style pools a hot tub 
2 basketball courts 
Tennis court · 
2 sand volleyball courts 
24·hr eompute·r lab 
DVD & video game library 
2 & 4 bedroom units available 
High-speed internet 
& cable tv with HBO 
Washer & dryer in each unit 
UCF police patrolled 
24·HR lifeworks staff & 
courtesy officers 
Shuttle to campus 
24-hr controlled access gating 
amenlflee subject to change 
• 
• 
• 
• 
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Brown ties NCAA mark, breaks UCF record 
FROM A13 The Knights started 
their offensive outburst in 
the first inning Friday, put-
ting three runs on the 
board when Brandon 
Romans hit his 11th home 
run of the season with 
Brown and leadoff batter 
Colin Arnold standing on 
first and second, respec-
tively. 
Vazquez and Colin Arnold 
adding to Brown's and 
Hicks' blasts. 
Against the Blazers, 
UCF used just seven differ-
ent pitchers, and all three 
starters - Kyle Sweat, 
Caleb Graham and Jaager 
Good - made it through at 
least the fifth inning. Good, 
who started Sunday, went 
six innings, his longest out-
ing of the year. 
"I talked last week to our 
team about these two 
weeks being the big push 
and we have to take care of 
business to get to the post-
season," Rooney said in the 
release. "So far they have 
responded. We do have a 
ways to go but I said before 
today that we needed to 
treat it like the postseason. 
And to win in the postsea-
son, guys need to step up 
and today Jaager Good was 
that guy for us. When the 
team needed him most, he 
had his best outing of the 
year." 
The two victories put 
UCF one game back of 
Marshall for the eighth spot 
in the Conference USA 
standings. The Thundering 
Herd were swept by Hous-
ton during the weekend in 
Huntington, ¥/Ya.. 
The Knights host Mar-
shall for a three-game 
series Friday at Jay 
Bergman field, but before 
UCF can focus again on 
conference action, it has a 
home-and-home series 
with South Florida on 
Tuesday and Wednesday. 
weekend," Brown said in a 
UCF release. "It seemed 
like every time I swtmg it 
fell for a hit or I got hit by a 
pitch or walked I knew (I 
was closing in on the 
record) when I read about 
it online, but I tried not to 
think about it. At the end of 
the season when it sinks in 
it will be crazy, but right 
now it's amazing just think-
ing about not getting out 
for that long of a period" 
Brown finished the 
series with two home runs 
and six RBIs, one of two 
Knights to hit multiple 
home runs in the series. 
Freshman D.J. Hicks hit his 
first two home runs of the 
season against Blazers, one 
Friday and one Sunday. 
The Knights also got 
home runs from Brown, 
Beau Taylor and Hicks, 
marking the first time this 
season that UCF had hit 
four home runs in a game. 
UCF scored in every 
inning except the second, 
and finished having scored 
three or more runs in six of 
the nine innings. 
Women's bball set for next season 
The Knights' starting 
three through eight hitters 
were a combined 41 for 81 
with 32 RBIs and all but one 
of the team's home runs. 
60CWINGS 
ALLDAY 
FLAVOR 
VARIETY 
DELIVERED 
The 29 runs and 28 hits 
were school records for 
UCF, and the 20-run mar-
gin of victory was the 
largest ever for the Knights 
in a conference game. 
UCF got four home runs 
again Sunday, with Kiko 
Must mention ad and l!l'i<e to 
recelwe offer. Not vand with 
any other offers. 
FROM A13 
it on 48 percent shooting. 
But with the highs 
came the lows, including 
the loss of forward Tony 
Davis, who was declared 
ineligible on Feb. 18 and 
may not return next sea-
son. 
After the season, the 
Knights also lost Torchy 
Clark, the school's all-
time winningest coach, 
to his battle with cancer. 
With the departure of 
Taylor and Kenrick Zon-
dervan, the stalwarts for 
the Knights the past few 
seasons, UCF will look 
toward its recruits for 
help. Good thing they 
brought in possibly the 
best class ever. Keith 
Clanton could be a force 
inside, Nik Garcia, if his 
academics are in order, 
will be another good 
addition to UCF's pletho-
ra of wing talent, and 
Marcus Jordan brings a 
certain name recognition 
that may put UCF in the 
spotlight more than it is 
used to. 
An awful end to the 
season. is hi~hligh~e~ by 
pretty mtense optllnlsm, 
especially with another 
summer of practice for 
UCF's current freshmen. 
Overall grade: C+ 
Women's basketball 
What's better than set-
ting a record for confer-
ence victories in a sea-
son, capturing the 
C-USA Championship 
and hanging with a top-
flight team in the NCAA 
Tournament? Having 
every player from that 
team back next season. 
Anyone who played a 
minute last season for the 
Knights, who fielded one 
of the youngest teams in 
the country, is eligible to 
return for 2009-10. 
UCF's turnaround sea-
son started with a victory 
against Southern Miss in 
the conference opener, 
and the Knights rmished 
off the season in spectac-
ular fashion, running 
through three of the top 
UNIVERSITY WRITIN,& 
. 40'7.823. 2197 CENTER 
""""" .. u.wc .. ud~edu. 
Moo-''Ibur 9am - 8 pm ' 
Fri 9am - Spm 
Suo2pm-8pm. 
RAMI ROTLEWIU / CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE 
With a new offensive coordinator and a promising recruiting dass, the UCF 
Football team looks to improve from a disappointing 4-8 season last year. 
four seeds in the· C-USA 
Championship, winning 
each game by at least 11 
points. 
The Knights took on 
North Carolina in the 
NCAA Tournament, and 
stayed with a Tar Heels 
squad that normally runs 
teams off the court. UCF 
lost by five, but you can't 
look at that performance 
and tell me that this team 
will be anything but bet-
ter next season. 
C-USA Coach of the 
Year Joi Williams will 
have double-double 
machine Emma Cannon, 
who could probably drop 
15 and 10 on the men's 
team, and dead-eye 
shooter Chelsie Wiley 
back to go with the rest of 
the team. 
UCF will also wel-
come Gevenia Carter, 
one of the top guards in 
the country, to its experi-
enced roster. 
Overall grade: A+ 
Women's soccer 
The Knights went to 
the NCAA Tournament 
for the second consecu-
tive time and the third 
time in five years, losing 
to Florida 2-0 on Nov. 16. 
Under head coach 
Amanda Cromwell, UCF 
has been to the tourna-
ment seven times in 10 
years, and with the roster 
it had this season, it is no 
surprise. 
Senior Danielle dos 
Santos finished her 
career by leading the 
Knights in goals (8) and 
points (21). 
After losing goalkeep-
er Jennifer Manis to grad-
uation after the 2007 sea-
son, UCF could have 
expected some growing 
pains at the position. But 
freshman Aline Reis 
stepped in, stepped up 
and helped the Knights to 
their 14-6 record. 
Reis started 21 of 23 
games for UCF, stopping 
107 of 134 shots en route 
to being the first Knights 
All-American since 1995. 
The Knights 
outscored opponents 43-
29, and should improve 
with a stacked senior 
class for next season, 
which includes Yvonne 
George, Becca Thomas, 
Courtney Whidden, Bri-
anna Schooley, Amaka 
Ofuani and Nikki Moore. 
Overall grade: B 
Men's soccer 
Like everyone, I have 
my favorite players. One 
of those is Sean Johnson. 
Johnson is tall, has arms 
that seem to stretch for-
ever, has quick lateral 
movement like an offen-
sive lineman and can 
jump out of the building, 
if the Knights played soc-
cer in a building. 
And he might be the 
player UCF has to rely on 
as he enters his junior 
year and UCF looks 
toward the 2009 season, 
because the goals just 
aren't there. 
UCF scored 16 goals in 
19 games and scored 
more than one goal on 
two separate occasions, 
both victories. 
But the Knights still 
managed a 7-11-1 record, 
mostly thanks to Johnson 
and his .812 save percent-
age. 
In his final season 
with UCF, Ryan 
Roushandel had just 
three goals, one of seven 
players to score. Fresh-
man Kevan George, who 
led the Knights with four 
goals, scored UCF's only 
goal in three consecutive 
games from Sept. 14 to 
Sept. 24. 
With the departure of 
just three seniors, Bryan 
Cunningham will take 
most of the same squad 
into next season, his third 
with the team, as he looks 
for his first winning sea-
son with UCF. 
Overall grade: C-
Volleyball 
First-year head coach 
Todd Dagenais and the 
Knights gave UCF some-
thing the school hadn't 
seen since 2003: A season 
with more than 10 victo-
ries. 
The Knights won nine 
of 10 matches from Sept. 
13 to Oct. 10, but they fal-
tered down the stretch, 
losing 10 of their next 11. 
UCF topped SMU in 
the first round of the C-
USA Championship but 
lost 3-0 to Tulane in the 
quarterrmals, the second 
time in the season the . 
Knights were swept by 
the Green Wave. 
But for a program that 
had gone 31-80 in the pre-
vious four seasons, two 
matches below .500 is a 
marked improvement. 
Expect a decent-sized 
shakeup with seniors 
Jenny Heppert and 
Stephanie Serna gone as 
well as some others that 
may leave the program. 
Overall grade: C 
• 
Foreveryother 
sport's grade: 
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Donate Plasma! 
Sometimes a Band-Aid is not enough 
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Find out how thousands of people save lives and earn extra CASH by donating plasma 
regularly. Plasma is used to make manufacture injectable products for people, including 
children, with serious illneses. 
DCI Biologicals 1900 Alafaya Trail Suite 500 Orlando 321-235-9100 
* $10 Special-New and Return (not donated in the last 6 months) 
Bring this ad and receive an extra $5 on your 2nd and 4th donation. 
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Romans learned responsibility at young age 
FROM AB 
a shocking rate. In 
between two visits to a 
pediatrician within a 
week, Romans said he 
dropped from about 155 
pounds to about 120 
pounds and physically 
failing. 
important bodily func-
tions. GET YOUR FACTS STRAIGHT 
in 28 games, and coaches 
rave about his defensive 
abilities. They say that 
some of the credit should 
go to Romans• teaching. 
sive care. Thank God that's 
never happened to Bran-
don. 
"When I went into the 
hospital, I was feeling ter-
rible," he said. "I couldn't 
even see about five feet in 
front of me." 
His parents drove him 
to Jess Parrish Hospital in 
Titusville, where the doc-
tor had some fateful 
words for Romans. 
"The doctor said 'You 
have Type I diabetes."' 
Romans said. "They put 
an IV in me and at that 
point, I kind of knew 
what it was, but I had no 
clue what happens next." 
Romans said his father, 
Bob, took the news calm-
ly and kept telling his son 
it would be all right. His 
mother, Cathy, took the 
news much harder. 
''.At first, I thought the 
world was going to end," 
she said. "Of course, 
when something like that 
happens to your kid, you 
want it to happen to you, 
not your kid." 
According to the Cen-
ters for Disease Control 
and Prevention, 23.6 mil-
lion people in the U.S. 
were living with diabetes, 
as of 2007. About three 
million of those people 
had Type I diabetes. 
Type I diabetes occurs 
when the body's immune 
system destroys the 
insulin-producing cells of 
the pancreas, which are 
needed to allow sugar 
(glucose) to enter the 
body's cells and be used 
for energy. 
Without insulin, sugar 
builds up in the body's 
blood stream and other 
systems in the body must 
provide energy for many 
A person's blood glu-
cose level is considered 
normal if it is between 70-
120 milligrams per 
deciliter, according to the 
CDC. Cathy Romans said 
that when Brandon was 
admitted to the hospital, 
his blood glucose level 
was around 600 mil-
ligrams per deciliter. 
"He wasn't in a coma 
yet, but he was right on 
the verge of being in a 
diabetic coma," she said. 
One of the most dis-
couraging facts for Cathy 
was that Brandon could 
have been diagnosed a 
few weeks before he had 
gotten sick and could 
have avoided such a close 
call at the hospital. 
In the previous month, 
Brandon had complained 
of suddenly bad vision 
with distant objects. His 
parents took him to an 
optometrist, who thought 
the problem could be 
resolved with a prescrip-
tion for a stronger pair of 
glasses to deal with Bran-
don's near-sightedness. 
Once in the hospital, 
Brandon started to feel 
better within 24 hours, 
but stayed for about five 
days. On the third day, he 
was forced to face what 
would become a vital part 
of his life. 
"I remember probably 
three days after I was in 
( the hospital) that the 
nurse came in and hand-
ed me the needle and she 
said, 'Alright, come sit 
down here and put it in 
your leg.' I was like, 'Oh 
my gosh, are you seri-
ous?"' 
It was there that Bran-
don learned how to inject 
himself with insulin. He 
said the first time was a 
little scary, but he quickly 
became accustomed to 
the injections. 
Today, Romans takes 
CRUSHALOT 
Brandon Romans is leading the 
team with a .651 slugging 
percentage and an OPS ofl .063. 
SWITCHING UP 
Romans, who had started 43 
games before this season at 
catcher, started the season behind 
the plate, but he has made the 
transition to the teams starting 
right fielder. 
GITTING THE BASES 
As of press time, Romans was 2nd 
on UCF with 82 total bases. 
two types of insulin every 
day: Lantus and Huma-
log. He has to ·make sure 
he wakes up around 9 
a.m. every day to inject 
himself with Lantus, 
which is a long-acting 
insulin that stays in his 
body for 24 hours. 
"I can't just sleep in 
until whenever I want to,'' 
he said. 
As the day progresses, 
Romans injects himself 
with as many units of 
Humalog insulin that are 
needed after he eats each 
meal. He has to count 
carbohydrates and for 
every carbohydrate he 
consumes, he injects 
himself with a unit of 
insulin from a device that 
resembles a large 
Sharpie. 
. Romans said that he 
injects himself with 
Humalog about five 
times a day, and checks 
his blood glucose level 
about 10 times a day. 
As he regained his 
strength after his hospital 
stay, his mind shifted 
back to the sports he had 
always loved to play. 
"When I first started 
working out and feeling 
better and gaining back 
my weight, I was like, 
'This isn't going to hold 
BOOKSTORES 
OPEN 'TIL 1 (!}PM OR LATE~ 
UP EARLY 
Romans said he gets up every 
morning at 9 a.m. to inject himself 
with Lantus, one of the two types 
of insulin he takes each day. 
DAILY DOSE 
He injects the second type of 
insulin he takes, Humalog, about 
five times a day. 
DOUBLE THREAT 
At the time Romans was 
diagnosed, he was a defensive 
end on Cocoa High School's junior 
varsity team. 
me back at all,"' he said. 
Growing up, Romans 
participated in baseball, 
basketball, football, soc-
cer and golf. But baseball 
was his passion. He was 
inspired by his older 
brother, Billy, who was an 
All-American shortstop 
in college and played in 
the Ph.iJ,adelphia Phillies' 
minor league organiza-
tion in 1997. 
"Baseball was it for 
me," Romans said. 
After spending 2005 at 
Birmingham-Southern 
University, Romans 
transferred to UCF and 
began playing in 2007. 
He played in 42 games 
that season and 36 his 
junior year, but his senior 
season has been the best 
of his college career. 
Romans leads the 
team with 11 home runs 
and 37 RBIs, and is sec-
ond on the team with 42 
hits, as of April 25. He has 
always had power, but 
Romans said that he is 
.finally using his power to 
its full potential, thanks 
to a more aggressive 
approach at the plate. 
He has also been a 
good teacher to the 
Knights' true freshman 
catcher Beau Taylor. Tay-
lor is hitting .349 this year 
"Brandon Romans does 
more behind the scenes 
than you have any idea.'' 
Rooney said .... There's a 
reason why Beau Taylor is 
doing so well behind the 
plate and it's because of 
Brandon Romans. He's 
taken him under his wing." 
Romans lives a very 
structured life because of 
his disease. He knows the 
long-term effects that dia-
betes can have on his body. 
But he doesn't gripe about 
any of that. He just lives for 
today and does what he can 
to keep himself healthy. 
Cathy Romans says that 
she still wishes to this day 
that she could take away 
this disease from her son, 
but the way that Brandon 
carries himself and handles 
his life helps alleviate her 
worries. 
"Brandon was diagnosed 
when he was 14, right when 
he was getting ready to be 
in his teenage years:· she 
said. I've talked to so many 
other people where their 
kids just ignored it and they 
would end up in the hospi-
tal every week and inten-
v~v 
"I just know that Bran-
don will take better hold of 
it for his whole life." 
Rooney said that snacks 
and grape juice are always 
available in UCF's dugout 
during games if Romans 
blood glucose level drops 
too low. But he is never 
really concerned about 
Romans because of how 
well he looks after himself. 
"I'm aware of it and I 
want what's best for 
[Romans], but a lot my con.: 
cern is alleviated because 
of the responsibility that he 
takes," he said. 
True to his word, 
Romans isn't letting dia-
betes hold him back from 
playing the sport he loves. 
He knows his time at UCF 
is. running out and he is try-
ing to make the most of it. 
Then, he wants to follow in 
the steps of his brother and 
get a shot at the next level 
Regardless, Romans is 
already successful in the 
eyes of many. 
"I'm still here,'' he said. 
"Every day, I get to live just 
like anybody else. I just 
have to do a couple differ-
ent things in order to take 
care of myself." 
TWO LOCATIONS TO SERVE YOU! 
4498 N. ALAFAYA TRA~L, STE 234 
407-658-7979 
12140 COLLEGIATE WAY, STE 140 
407-382-1617 
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l.egislature needs 
fresh leadership 
T he Florida Legislature has not yet proven its 
competence in han-
dling the economic recession. 
Much like UCF adminis-
trators have done, legislators 
ought to focus on action 
rather than reaction. That 
includes rethinldng the struc-
ture of the State University 
System in a long-term con-
text. None of the quick fixes 
applied by the state Legisla-
ture has proven durable. The 
state's ability to properly fun~ 
public institutions continues 
to diminish. 
Each year a new game of 
budgetary limbo sets the bar 
for funding lower, forcing 
universities and other state 
programs to break their backs 
while persuading state legis-
lators to ease up on cuts. The 
reactionary nature of the 
Legislature is inept now that 
local, state and federal 
economies have been upend-
ed 
"Instead ofbeing in a reac-
tive mode, you need to come 
up with an idea for how edu-
cation can be funded through 
a sustained source," said 
Manoj Chopra, former chair 
of the Faculty Senate. The 
Faculty Senate is the basic 
legislative body of the univer-
sity, according to its Web site. 
Each of the ll state univer-
sities are scrambling to fill 
gaps, as more than $450 mil-
lion has been slashed from 
higher education, according 
to the Sun SentineL 
The housing market, 
which feeds Florida's educa-
tion system, is just now 
beginning to recover from a 
torrent of foreclosures. 
According to the St. Peters-
. burg Times, sales of existing 
single-family homes have 
increased by 20 percent over 
the past six months. 
This glimmer of optimism 
is more significant for minds 
than for spreadsheets, but 
faculty, staff and administra-
tors across the state could 
use the extra hope as univer-
sities try to finish out the 
semester in light of these des-
perate circumstances. 
Press releases from vari-
ous universities have called 
for possible layoffs, furloughs 
and hiring freezes, some of 
which are already in effect. 
This press is unsettling, and it 
could be that the hype is sub-
liminally directed toward the 
Legislature as incentive to 
curb proposed budgets in 
favor of higher education. 
Chopra does not think the 
press releases and media 
attention are about playing 
politics as they are about 
making people aware and 
prepared Cutting across the 
board and using reserves are 
not realistic in this situation, 
he says. 
If the administrative rheto-
ric is not convincing enough, 
look at a few numbers. UCF 
could lose up to $57 million 
in state funding; UF, $72 mil-
lion; FSU, $61.6 million; 
FAMU, $22 million; and 
FGCU, $7 million. 
Larger class sizes, fewer 
scholastic opportunities and 
restricted travel obstruct the 
UCF faculty's ability to prop-
agate their research. Accord-
ing to Chopra, education and 
research are tied integrally. 
With these hindrances, facul-
ty may decide to ditch the 
State University System out-
right, leaving students in the 
dust. 
''The system cannot func-
tion to the level that we want 
without impacting the stu-
dent in a substantial way," 
Badecono 
N ow more than ever, you can't put a price 
on self-sufficiency, 
and that's what the people 
behind the new health 
informatics master's program 
believe they have found. The 
program, which will see its 
inaugural class this fall, will 
not require any state funding. 
The entire cost of the pro-
gram will be supported by 
student tuition. 'I\.J.ition for 
the 16-month program is set 
at $237 per credit hour, and 
there will be an additional 
$478 fee assessed per credit 
hour. If the program attracts 
only 15 students, it will break 
even. With 20 students, it 
would turn a profit. 
It may seem unpalatable 
to charge students that kind 
of money, but the reality is, as 
other programs cower for 
fear of being cut, it would 
have been unrealistic to start 
a new program in a more tra-
ditional format. 
''This program is coming 
at a time of very significant 
financial stress for the uni-
versity, and so it's not feasible 
to hire additional faculty, and 
it's not feasible to obligate the 
university for a large number 
of expenditures," said Aaron 
Liberman, interim chair for 
the department of health 
management and 
informatics. 
While students entering 
the program will be asked to 
pay a high price, industry 
trends suggest they may get a 
high return on that invest-
meJ\t. A new collllnivnent 
from the Obama 
administration has promised 
the vast, sweeping improve-
ment of digitized medical 
records, and the UCF pro-
gram is the first of its kind in 
the state. According to Liber-
man, there are 40,000 jobs 
planned nationally over the 
next five years just in infor-
matics and there are very few 
programs in the field 
Kendall Cortelyou-Ward, 
interim program director for 
the healthcare informatics 
degree, said she expects the 
program to reach the 20-stu-
dent mark. As of Friday, she 
had already accepted eight 
students out of 12 applicants. 
In recent months, as spi-
raling economic conditions 
have left budgets tumbling at 
both the state and national 
levels, universities have 
struggled to find places to 
cut costs. 
For many schools, that has 
meantcuttingteachersand 
even academic programs. 
Here at UCF, sound fiscal 
policy and reserve funds 
have prevented such cuts 
from taking place. 
Until now, that is. As Pres-
ident John C. Hitt recently 
announced, the next round of 
budget cuts, possibly to the 
tune of $57 million, could 
force UCF to do what it has 
been so reluctant to do so far: 
cut programs. 
Whether that annouce-
ment represents a real 
change in UCF policy or just 
an empty threat to frighten 
lawmakers remains to..,be 
Chopra said 
Students will suffer if the 
university enacts layoffs, 
fewer courses will be offered 
across the board, and it will 
take students longer to grad-
uate. As if there aren't 
enough students in the sys-
tem already, universities 
would eventually reach 
enrollment caps and high 
school graduates could have 
to wait before acquiring high-
er education. 
This scenario, in the long 
run, could possibly work out 
for the state. If high school 
graduates spend their time 
working and saving up for 
college, fewer loans would be 
needed. As fewer loans are 
dispersed, students would 
graduate with less debt. And 
as economists have learned, 
there is no good debt. 
Although actions like 
eliminating programs and 
laying off faculty and staff are 
difficult measures to take, 
rebuilding and rehiring in the 
future will be even more 
complicated 
Leadership needs to arise 
. that is not afraid to challenge 
the process and offer solu-
tions that involve long-term 
perspective. That leadership 
could come from anywhere, 
and it would be swell if the 
Board of Governors decided 
to step up and assume 
responsibility. 
To prevent the 
Legislature's shortsightedness 
from leaving higher educa-
tion in shambles, it is most 
important that universities 
band together now more than 
ever. Trying times such as 
these have always ushered iri. 
new forms of thinking, but it 
has not been without effort, 
persistence and cooperation 
that prosperity returns. 
seen. But if program cuts do 
come to UCF, a self-sufficient 
program would almost cer-
tainly be safe . . 
Juxtaposed with Hitt's 
announcement, the model of 
sufficiency that the health 
informatics program repre-
sents begs the question; Is 
this something other pro-
grams, perhaps those that 
may be on the chopping 
block, should be considering? 
Liberman said he was 
reluctant to speak on behalf 
of other programs. He 
believes this program to be 
. the first self-sustainable pro-
gram of its kind at UCF. 
What Liberman and Ward 
are doing with the health 
informatics master's program 
is certainly not viable or 
appropriate for every pro-
gram. The high cost is a bur-
den that students in many 
programs in fields that are in 
less demand would be 
unwise to take on; however, if 
and when cuts are 
announced, there are sure to 
be some programs that will 
be dearly missed by students 
aspiring to make a life out of 
a program left for dead 
For the directors of those 
programs, or of any program 
that might consider health 
informatics' payment struc-
ture, the question is whether 
students could expect a rea-
sonable return on such a high 
investment. 
For students considering 
such a program, the question 
is simpler: How much is that 
major worth to you? <'-
( 
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A purse is a great 
place for condoms 
often carry condoms. 
Some are concerned 
with how they might be 
perceived if others knew 
that they always had a 
three-pack of rubbers on 
them. 
As a child I never par-
ticipated in any Boy 
Scout organizations, so 
my parents should be 
held responsible for 
teaching me to always be 
prepared. I leave my 
home with my keys and 
my wallet, I keep a pen 
on my person when 
applying for jobs, and I 
carry a condom. To be 
honest, I carry a condom 
all the time, not just 
BEN BADIO 
Many men perpetuate 
this taboo by finding 
fault in a woman who 
tries to stay safe. There 
are also those women 
who simply (and stupid-
Contributing Writer 
when I'm feeling lucky, because one 
other thing my parents instilled in 
me was to always protect myself. 
Life is full of problems, and most 
of the time there's a way to solve 
them, but one dilemma I've yet to 
work out is where I should carry 
my condom. One of the first things I 
ever learned in my grade school sex 
education classes was not to carry 
them in my wallet, because the heat, 
moisture and pressure being placed 
on the condom can drastically 
lessen the contraceptive's effective-
ness. 
That said, any small, confined 
place should be considered unsuit-
able for the transport of condoms. 
That means I can't carry it in any of 
my pockets, my socks, my shoes or 
even under a hat. 
Not long ago I was pondering 
this age-old dilemma and came to 
the conclusion that the only safe 
way for a man to carry a condom is 
to wear a purse. 
I, personally, have no interest in 
carrying any sort of handbag, but I 
know many women who do on a 
daily basis. I've come to the conclu-
sion that women should purchase 
and carry condoms, just like men 
do. 
I am not silly enough to think 
that all women carry purses, but do 
happen to be socially aware enough 
to know that most women do not 
ly) assume that their 
partner will be carrying protection. 
These are absurd reasons not to 
stay protected 
A woman shouldn't care whether 
carrying a few rubbers makes her 
look like a hussy when more than 65 
million people in America are 
infected with an S'ID. A sexually 
active female should not be naive 
enough to expect her partner to be 
packing latex. These aren't fabricat-
ed numbers; they're statistics pro~ 
vided by the American Social 
Health Association. 
- To those who choose to carry 
protection, regardless of their gen-
der, I commend you. In no way am I 
~women to take on the entire 
responsibility of purchasing and 
carrying condoms. I'm not trying to 
turn the tables; I'm just making sure 
everyone has the proper utensils. I 
simply cannot accept the idea of 
someone not carrying condoms, 
regardless of their gender. 
I mentioned earlier that carrying 
a condom in a wallet isn't a great 
idea, but I know that it's a better 
idea than not carrying a condom at 
all. 
Women's excuses for not pur-
chasing and carrying are inade-
quate, but any excuse given by a 
man must be far worse. In other 
words, no matter who you are, don't 
be stupid. Find some sort of way to 
maintain your health and safety. 
ON UCFNEWS.COM WHAT YOU ARE SAYING 
Hitt announces possible revolutionized and hit hard by the 
academic program cuts economy, it might be reasonable to suggest that all communica-
UCF can cut spending on tions majors (including radio, tele-
vision, film, journalism, etc.) things they don't need before cut-
should be removed It's also rea-ting the sole reason why most of 
sonable that since there are so 
us are in college. They can start 
many teaching cuts and no future 
with the building projects, all budget or outlook for teaching, those unnecessary palm trees they the teaching majors should be keep planting, the new traffic 
removed lights that are causing more con- It's really difficult to value one gestion than help and, like most 
major over the other. people have already mentioned, We need to evaluate other Universal Knights. 
aspects of our university first, not I'm sorry, but I'm a graphic arts 
and ad/pr major; the majority of what students are spending their time here studying. Programs 
my time here has been devoted to 
such as Universal Knights are a 
my art degree. If they cut that, great place to start. then I just wasted three years of It's a hard economy out there, 
my life (plus who knows how 
and we need to buckle down and 
much money). If only my father take some hits. The people in· didn't push me into a state univer-
charge of this school need to fol-
sity in fear that I wouldn't stick to low suit as well President Hitt the arts ... if they cut my major I'm 
and other high paid executives 
moving to SCAD, which I should 
need to take a pay cut or other have done in the first place. financial cut. 
LARA DAMEROW Academics are most important. 
Let's not get into a "this major ANONYMOUS 
is more valuable than the other I'm curious about who is fund-
argument." ing the $500,000 refitting of the All majors are important to the 
people who are investing their Student Union boardwalk so that girls can walk on it in heels with-time, energy and money into the 
out risk of getting caught. programs. 
No one can say which ones BUSH 
should go. 
With the shuttle program end- Has UCF considered getting 
ing, it might be reasonable to sug- more corporate sponsorship? That 
gest that Aerospace Engineering could alleviate some of our 
should be removed from local uni- dependence on tax revenue. 
versities. ANONYMOUS With communications be~ {L 
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HOW TO PLACE AN AD SUBMISSION DEADLINES PAYMENT METHODS 
Online 24 hrs/day: 
www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
By phone: 407-447-4555 
Online, phone, fax, 
inperson: 
10 a.m. Fri. for Mon. issue 
5 p.m. Mon. for Wed. issue 
5 p.m. Wed. for Fri issue 
VISA, MC, AMIDC, 
Discover, Cash, Check 
By fax: 407-447-4556 
In person: 11825 High Tech Ave, 
Suite 100, Orlando FL 32817 
OFFICE BUSINESS HOURS 
Monday - Friday 
9 a.m. - 5 p.m. 
407-447-4S55 • www.KnightNewspapers.com/classifieds 
100 
BARTENDERS WANTED. 
$300 a day potEntiaJ.l\b 
~~ Traiirg 
Provided. Af}3 18 + OK OC0-965-
6520 x 107. 
SUMMER SALES POSITION 
Flexi:Jle part time hous 
MUST LOVE FITNESS & KJOS! 
Email Joy@trynrrirgkids.oom 
Call 407--324-KIDS for rrnre i1fo 
Summer Jobs 
-$2100 
-Co-EdCarrp 
-Sevet1Weel<s 
-Room am Board hided 
Get Pai::t 1D Play! 
The Roooa Bks Youth Cm-p (FEYC) 
neec1s rnae am female &rrmer Ca'11l 
Colnselors ~ 18 ard 1.4). FEYC is 
an Ollerright Ca'11l bcaled off of 
Highway 450 i1 Umatila, FL The 
Ca'11) IU1S Jo.re athJuy 251h. Please 
CXJn1a::t Krys Ragland at~ 1673 
ext251 or352-455-4267 
If you are a top flight sales 
executive with strong clos-
ing skills, strong work ethic 
and powe1ful phone voice, 
then Applied Concepts has 
a spot for you. Contrary 
to popular belief, the North 
American car market re-
ma ins solid and car dealers 
continue to invest money 
into their stores. Applied 
Concepts, Inc. has been a 
leading provider of business 
· development services 
for the automotive industry 
since 1983 and we are tak-
ing this unique opportunity 
to grow our business. lf a 
career in sales is what you 
are looking Jo,; contact 
Mattthew OeFiglio at 
800-393-2277 ext. 270. 
EOE/OFW. 
Located Near Campus 
-- 407-679-1700 --
www.workforstudents.com 
.... ~~ 
=--DISCOVERY COVE 
F.nasy Sp)rts C-ool)El1Y looking 
for~ ard talened sports 
fans 1D prorrole procWs ttis 
surrner. Generous oorrmissions 
paid whie ~ ful! Interested 
pa1ies please send CXJn1a::t i1fo 1o: 
125 
buce@paythelan.com 
423-ffi?-fil'18 
ATINACWR,MARKETING 
MAJORS! 
Sl.mmer Mm1alng lnliemshlp 
Available! Re>c hoU's (10-1SWeeki 
Great expeiiel ice! Fast1]8C8d WOik 
environment. Must be energellc, 
creative, hard-working! 
UCF aecit available. 
Send resumew/coverleaer'and 
availability 1D 
trishal@KnlghtNewspapers. 
Heal1hcare oWOf1Uity, Need 
perron 1o assist disa(jed man. 
Goodpay, 
!\lea" UCF, Call John@ 407-678-
1729. 
B<p. bal:iysitter for 8 y/o gi1, 6 ylo 
l::lC7)' & 1 year old in Wnter Pan<. 
Rexi:Jle hcus. l...ig1t 
l"Klusekeepirg. Must dri\e 4 d:Jor 
ca: Please email resune.tYs of 
avail. 1D ronoclesigl@cfl.n:com. 
Ref. Req. 
PIT Doggy Da;a:re assodale 
posisoons avail. Must Low Dogs. 
VetiKemel B<p. a plus! 
Locaoons in Cl!lam ard Sanford 
***www.cbgdayaftemoon.net*"* 
email resure 1D 
ilfo@cbgdayaftemoon.net 
Need stu:tent YhJ is an expert 
with Mocs 1o teoch IUN 1o use 1' 
~ of Ma:s, pcnruar1y 
poga,ns1hat ~ with ptYJto 
agaizalion ard sorage, like 
~ am pcassa. Rexi:ie hcus 
d.rirg day. Mil 4 ml. 4,) 1o 15 
trs. week. $1Gtr. 407-3106027. 
WeekerdCalCoo!d. brreal 
eslale o:nµiny bcaled nee.-
UCF. Satuday & &may daytiTie 
any. Serd oover letter am 
resure1o 
~kwwaterbd.com 
PlaJe }OU" ed i1 rnirutes! 
CaD 407-447-4565 or enter onine at 
www.~.comtlassifieds 
$795 21.2 Pets OK. W/0 Q..iet 
a-ea Off Dean Roa:i. Rea::Jy 
rem. VeN Little Eron. 407-340-
8758 d.nlapcbnf@yit-,oo.com 
2 Bed2 Bath FURJIISI-ED 
condo 1,2 mile from UCFt 
Available now! Call Ana (407) 
234-6511 or email AniGBU@cft.-
rr.com for details. 
2 bedroom 2 bath townhouse 
for rent clo6e 1D UCF on 
alafaya just 5 minutes "INt8'oJ 
from the college, low rent 
$800.00 a month..cal for move 
in special 407-792-8138 
2 roorns2 yrs new NICE h:rne. 2 
min 10 carrµis. on bus ine. $550 
or both $1000. 97G-0097 or 
robkaspar@gnai.oom 
21.2 wAolt TO'MTOUSe 2 mies from 
canµJS, off street i::axrg, 
recently rerovated. Avai. 511 
$895.00 mth. Cal 407-3408124 
3.25 TCM'rrOITle for rent in 
Hawthorne Glen. 
All awiances, 1 ca garage, 
Comm.my Pool. Avalal:le in 
Al.gJst Call407-284-7317. 
tl%,L,?/.~~ 
~--::~ 
Est.1967 
Dade - Broward - Palm Beach - Orlando 
FreNhtrui.n/Sophonwres 
WE TRAIN/ 
Receive valuable experknce. 
Enhance your resume 
Flexible 11chedule11 & great pay. 
Contact carlot,;q111ibg:i,@yalwp.com or 
Call 407- 601-3971 
~~ AQ!J_ATICA 
.,....... ,,...-SeaWorklS SeaWorld. WATER.PARK 
Now Hiring 
Lifeguards 
Park Services Host 
Food Service Attendants 
Park Operations Host 
Sales Clerk 
Cooks 
Now hiring with our seasonal rate starting at $7.60 
Seasonal positions • Great park perks such as Free park admission to 
SeaWorld, Busch Gardens & Aquatica 
WHEN: Monday-Friday, 9 a.m. - 3 p.m . 
Saturday, 9 a.m. - 1 p.m. 
Part of the Worlds of Discovery parks 
For more information: 407-370-,job • www.becjobs.com 
Apply at: 
The Human Resources Building 
6283 Sea Harbor Drive, Orlando, FL 32821 
EOE 
_for a list of atl job openings, please visit 
CLASSIFICATIONS RATES 
~ 
100 HelpWanted:General C 
125 Help Wanted: Part-Time C 
325 ForSale:Automotive B First issue: 
Rate( 
$J.9 
$}3 350 For Sale: General A Each addl issue: 150 Help Wanted: Full-Time C 375 ForSale:Pets A 
175 BusinessOpportunities B 400 Services B • Pricing includes up to four lines, 35 characters per line 
200 For Rent Homes B 
225 For Rent Apartments B 
500 Announcements 
600 Traver 
A 
B 
B 
B 
B 
• Offering a successful average return of over 85% 
• Reaching UCF and East Orlando, multiple publication 
placement available for Oviedo and Winter Springs 250 Roommates A 700 Woiship 275 Sublease A 
300 For Sale: Homes B 
800 Miscellaneous 
900 Wanted • Enter and view classified ads online 24 hours a day 
Wa!erord Lakes: 
Large watemont homes & 1l:1Nrmrnes 
3, 4 & 5 tx:tm $1,215 & 1.4). Yard Incl. 
lrdviciJal Leases Avai. 
407-760-0768 ensorroso@hllmai.oom 
www.ForRentNearUCF.oom 
8eaJtifiJ m Town 1-bne n 
Chanoelor's RaN, End Urit, assigned 
pal<irg, tile. Washer/Dryer & 2 rri from 
UCF. k.cet.ss Pool & Terris. 
Call Steve @407-48&96!56 
UCF />rera reNTOWNHOMES 
Tile 1lrs, drg; fans.all apn::es, 
resv perk, 2M!b,1 ~ k:ale $750 
& $875,tro fitst n-o-+ooc dep. 321· 
53&5430 jimakavi@!Jl1al.com 
1 room aval. on 511 in fun. h:rne 
· wl pool w/ walelfal. Localed 5 ITTI 
from UCFinAshirgton Paik Must 
be dean! $540tm 407-748-0887 
3.25 TO'MTOUSe 1 nie from UCF 
~~- Comm.my 
pod.1 cagaage.Avaial:lle 
Slartill May. Call: 954-663-6298 
Beautifi.j 3.Q ClJStorn dt.pex. 2 rries 10 
UCF.1150&ift.~&lawn 
~ind.~- $1250tro. 
+ secuily deposit 407-359-5001 
UCF Area House for Rent 
412, w~ ard ciyer. 2 cargcvage. 
Pet are wekxJme. Call b" Move in 
Specials $1300 rro. Call 407-948-8400. 
Avaial:lle Al.gust~ in 
Sherwood Forest Yl 
$95Mno & 2,2 $750mo 
Cbse1o UCF. W/0, cishwasherird. 
Call 407-937-2900 or 4CY2-aB-7577 
Astirgcn Pm<. Homes br rent 
412/2 avaible Al.gust 1st, 
$1600tron1h plus utilities. 
Cal 407-400-4644 
2/1.5 TCl'MTDTle. Walkilg 
cistnle1o UCF. ~ -$500 
Secuity. AB units have W/D, rice 
& dean, 1 OOJsf. 
Call Jim 407 "'592-3001 
211 br rent dwtn $650tro;near 
UCF ~Meda Ctr & bus. 
~ Flo sha'e ,JJ.tc:lc.lwnoYln; 
pcrtfun.$3951To ird uti; Call 
407-4594492 
UCFA\IE ORLANDO 
c.obial Ponte Luxuy AJ:Cs 
1 & 2 Bedooms Free W/0, pod, 
fi1ness renter, patios. 
2300 Eoon Cir. 407-679-0061 
Pegasus Lancing 001:lSS the street 
from UCF. Male stu:tent s.b-lease 
in a 3-bedroomtJalh from May-
Juy. FtAyfuTished & anerities 
incLded. $475tnonth Call 954-
873-9823 
Tv.o rooms for rent i1 a thee 
becioom cxn:b with t'NO 
balhroorns. Brand new, less 1han 
one mie from carrµJS. In a ga!BC:I 
oorrmlrity, with eni:Jsed garage. 
Cal Kellybrdemis, 941~-
1649. 
PlaJe you-ed in minutes! 
Call 407-447-4555 or enter onine at 
www.KnightNewspaper.oomtlassifieds 
Yotr CNl11 51.ite w/ walk-ii closet, 
pivale bath. In Gated corrrn. 
w,t>ool. Flll & dean roorrmates. 
F any. $395 a rron. 
Call 407-340-9887 
1 ROOM AVAIL in geat 4.25 
Waterlotd Lakes h:rne. Lake, 
yad, Internet, partlyfurished, M 
rd. $500. UCF-goo owned. 
Sb..dentsyou-g µof. PtD1os 
onre: www.wlakeshome.oom 
jeff@OOLgaSS.oom 407-737-6690 
10 min 1D UCFYl 2 Student F 
Roommates wanted! Share 
qtietfumished ~ house w/2 
F students. l.easeOep. Clean 
& responsible. No Smk,No 
Pees. $340$350 + 1/4 utilities, 
W/0, call 407-3193751 
2 female roommates needed 1D 
stae a beautifu 3.Q h:Juse in 
Waterfon:I Lakes. HadNood 
floors, firepla::e, lage kitchen. Call 
Janet 305-200-3831 
2 roommates wa-ited 1o share 42 
h:rne nea- UCF ard \/alencia 
CC. Pels ok. $300tnct1lh + 1/4 of 
the utiities. 954647-4519 
Mf'wanted. 2 rooms available 
in fl.mished 32 home on lake. 
Walled Comm, 6 mins 1D UCF. 
$500mo Incl ubl. NcnSmoker, 
sec sys, pool & 1en'lls. 
Available Im,, ll!dialely. Emal 
keemk@embalqn.ailcom or 
Call 239-7(17-4448 
FURN,W/D, CABLE, PI/T BATH,· 
IN 21.2 UCF 10MIN $450.MN 
$450Sec,+ 1!.:1di PETS a< 
STEVE 4072674982 
4 Rcxrns for rent i1 a 4/4. $525 & 1.4). 
YMI md Uli. lrd. 2 mies 1o UCF. 
h:ivtlJal leases. Monlh 10 rmr1h aval 
www.FolRentNeaU'.)fcom 
Room avail for cleEn, quiet aid 
resp. "-5 male senior or {J'8duale 
student in lmmaculale 32 
funished home near UCF. 
Saeei ied-in palo with 21) person 
ln-goi.n:I jacuZ2J plus SUT0'.Df 
sotm, homethealresystem 
w/star;km seating, prof. pool1able 
with Jighls, huge walk..-i kitchen, 
W/0, cl!jtal cable, hlgMpeed 
wireless lnlEmet, security systan 
aid lawn cae. $550\'noaid Al 
ull. Incl Lease inil Dec. '09 with 
option 1D renew. 
Call 407-709al98 for more info. 
Rcxrns avairole i162.5 h:Juse, 
berm UCF. $4ootrmh ~
a1 uities. Cal 1..arn a 
407-491-1 ::m. =) 
9 ! ! 3 suldolku 
-h-l·-·- <t> Puzzles by Pappocom 4 I 3 8 
.... __ J_ Fill in the grid so 
···-···--·-1__ ! ~--- ..• 
. ···--··-
-··-··-· that every row, i 1 9 7 column and 3x3 box 
3 2 contains the digits 1 through 9 with no 
····--·--·- repeats. 5 4 7 6 9 2 Monday puzzle: 
9 6 Easy/eve/ 
5 1 9 Wednesday puzzle: 
.............. - ........ 
··-·····•···- ·-·- Medium level 
7 2 5 4 Friday puzzle: 
8 1 Hard level 
Solution, tips and computer program at www.sudoku.com 
CROSSWORD 
ACROSS 
1 Big name In 
copiers 
5 Improvise on 
stage 
1 o Yawn-inducing 
speaker 
14 "You want the 
llght_off?" 
15 Gaucho's rope 
16 Manipulative sort 
17 One who's at 
home on the 
range 
19 Venetian blind 
part 
20 Make haste 
21 Transvaal settler 
22 Words alter "HI, 
h<>neyl" 
24Counting 
everything 
26 Crock-Pot potful 
27 Antiquity, once 
28 Gunfighters' 
graveyard 
32 Boneless cut 
35 Jean Auel's "The 
14 
17 
20 
56 
60 
63 
_ of the Cave By Pancho Harrison 
Bear" DOWN 
36 1998 Sarah 1 Coffee-chocolate 
McLachlan htt mix 
37 Boatloads 2 How some tuna 
38 In what place is packed 
39 Penny 3 Beach drier 
40 1960s 4 Dada pioneer 
Cosby/Culp Jean 
espionage series 5 Governor 
11 12 13 
4/27/09 
41 Roger of"Cheers" Schwarzenegger 
42 Do axels and 6 Cut into cubes -=-+:.:+=~ -,::+:,+::-,r:--,+.,.-
lutzes 7 Bert of "The -.:..+:.:..i.:~.;.::.i 
43 Corned beef Is Wizard of Or' 
usually ordered 8 Suffix with 
on it Canaan 
45 Payable 9 Voice between 
46 Throw out of bass and tenor 
office 1 O Oater villain who 
47 Take back, as a attacks from 
public statement hiding 
51 Fozzle Bear, e.g. 11 Norway's ~ital 
5545 Lito. iganht I icks to 12 Paper quan ty 29 Thought 48 Bracelet site 
rg. t a st 13 Art Deco 30 Fabric fuzz 49 Advance its guns? designer 
56 At the peak of 18 Horseshoe- 31 Not punctual slowly 
57 Noisy eater shaped 32 Light-skinned 50 Deck with a 
60 Doily material hardware 33 _-bitsy Death card 
61 Clear the 23 "Have we _ r 34 Easy gait 51 Ice cream drink 
chalkboard 25 Girl idolizing a 35 Use crib notes 52 Great Salt Lake 
62 Queen played by pop star, 38 Andre the Giant, state 
Liz perhaps e.g. 53 Somewhat, in 
63Norse1hundergod 26Usesahang 42Kama_ music 
64 Patch the lawn, glider 44 Regret 54 Sauna sites 
in a way 28 Run, as colors in 45 Considered 58 Rage 
65 Labor Day mo. the wash 47 Rene of''Tin Cup'' 59 IV amounts 
Solution a·nd new puzzles in next issue's Classifieds 
Professional seekirYJ roorrmate, 
~ a rnon1h flat One room, East 
Qlardo- Waterlotd Lakes, br 
UCF S1udent or Professional. NO 
Pets. 1st & last rronth DEPOSIT. 
Patio, Priva::y ba::kyad, W/0, 
Soo..rily & Fie sys, LAN l...i1e, 
Wreless Net, lied w.tapeted 
rooms, 31212. ~ -2 small 
oogs. PIGS available. LOCAL 
ONLY! 407 252..f:£:51 
Female roornn-ae wanted by 
vVa!erlord. N:ln-smoker. $650,tno. 
u1iities, cable, a,d wi'aess 
rd.l:loo. Cal \/d\y~1422. 
lfm SUBLEASE 
Great room at The Vilage at 
Scien::e Drive with CN/11 bathroom 
forfemale. 
1-Ju;ie walk-ii cbset, pod, 24-rol.r 
gym, stuUle 1o UCF. 
Utities ard other an,erities 
m.ded. 
$51 s.tnonth br May10 j.Jy. 
Conloct Ni:xile: (727) 421.fil13 
l..ookirg for female b SltJlease in 
a 313 i1 Peg t.arlrg, May-Juty 
2009. $500 a rmr1h ~
utiities, I wi pay rnove-i1 fees. 
Funished, washer.ttyer i1 lllit, 
shuttle 1D UCF. Cleai & quet 
rooomales. Please CXJn1a::t Shely 
at~10. 
l..ookrg br &ll11e0!1eb re-lease 
rcxrn at~ Ooosrgs i141.3 
bYlnh::luse from ~2009, 
any $530..trorih n::lu:rg l.iiities. 
UCF 3 rms aNfII/. $300 CASH 
BJNUS b" sigrg k:ale by May 
1st Call TiriµI a (M3)300-
4428 a baaebli ~@ool.com. 
ONLY $400kno MAY.JULY 
1/1 i1a414.Ui. n::I.APRILRENT 
FREE GnH bcalicnroonTnat 
M any.561-305-6183 
Surmer SltJlease (May-Ai..g.Jst) 
Luxuy~atMsso1Bay. 
2 rri. from UCF. FtJy furished. 
$500mlnth. CaElnemet, 
ulilies m.ded. l..ake-frorlt 
~v.tli>ieN. l..ookrgb" 
dea1, ,espo, 15iJ1e ,oorrrnale. 
Call Rajn: 407-451-7818 
Surmer &tJlease i1 N:Jr1rgale 
Lakes 
l..ookrg b" female 1o rert 
3/3-,$590tro. 
Uilies n::1.-dealtµet ,oo,,, aes 
MayJlly. Cal (317)400-1006 
The 1...oft:s.FtAy Furished-1 /1 or 
2"2A!X cMS:i:iel OM, bahocm.· 
wal(-i, cbset, nanet & cable 
Prre neg. Al Amefities h::u:led 
Call Nalaia 954 ~ 2528 
Poioe lrrpotn:ls! 951-bm Civi'.: 
$300! 95Ta,otaCany$550! 'ill 
~ WV Jella $550! b"islrgsc1' 
(!lXJ)3660013 ext 9'Z75 
Alhena's 1-bne Novelties 
Home a:Ut p!OO.JCt paties 
Great rosthlos1ess benefits 
Conloct Sarah at !J)ddess.· 
saah83@gnai.com 
Need a mof:je rnec:t.nc? 
Sa'Vice at~converieroe. 
Call us at 877-644-1192. www.-
nalionalmobilem.oom 
ADOPT10N-Pregla ard OOI ISidecil IQ 
1his q)lion? l...o\,i"g CXlLpe seeks 
ne.vbom1rmt Expenses paid. Call 
ri ro lfda ce b attorney Rebea:a 
Caballero,~ (A...Ba" 
#00'2PRE7) 
2X:>1 New Holland LB115B L..a.v 
Hous pre $5700 
Loa::ler-tBa:ktKle AC+Hea!er 
O'.ll1loc:t me for pctues ard 
delais atsam<lrc@gnaloom, 
(252)3601434 
• 
• 
• 
• 
April 27, 2009 • Wttnf :Jloriba ~ 
·' 
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(*Prize Whee1 Dates: April 27-May 2. Preorders must be received by 8/15/09. $5.00 Deposit.Required.) 
*
Gray's College 
Bookstore 
E. McCulloch Rd. 
Corporate 
Blvd. 2 
g_ 
.e 
C 
<( 
z 
Sell Your B_ooks at Gray's! 
Receive an 
EXT s5 
when you sell more 
than $50 back . 
Coupon must be presented 
at time of sale. 
Offer Expires: 5/15/09 
